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ABSTRACT 
 
It is true that public participation processes in local government do not 
produce the outcomes that reveal a fully optimised process. The aim of the 
study was to bring about a better understanding of the perceptions and 
experiences of Pretoria Central residents, in particular, with regard to the 
possible extent to which they feel they participated in discussions pertaining to 
the re-naming of Pretoria. This was achieved by way of a literature review and 
an analysis of the data collected during the focus groups. The methodological 
approach that was used by the researcher was a qualitative one, and 
purposive and snowball techniques were instrumental for the identification of 
participants.  
 In chapter 1, the topic of the study is introduced and the background to 
the study, the research problem, the design and methodology as well as the 
outline of the chapters is explained. In chapter 2, the concept of public 
participation is discussed within the context of the local government. The role 
and involvement of the public in decision making is discussed, as well as 
public participation in other countries and how these relate to South Africa. 
The discussion is positioned within the broader context of Dahrendorf’s theory 
of conflict. Chapter 3 deals with the research design and methodology used to 
research the topic of this study. In chapter 4, the presentation of research 
findings is given, according to the themes that were used during data 
collection and analysis. The study shows that the respondents were unhappy 
about the manner in which the renaming of Pretoria was conducted. They 
were of the opinion that the municipality could have done better in terms of 
advertising and informing them about the process so that they could 
participate.  The last chapter focuses on the conclusion and recommendations 
based on the findings discussed in the previous chapter. The researcher 
makes some recommendations based on the gaps that he identified on the 
findings. The study has some limitations which are also discussed.  
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction and background to the study 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
Jenkins (2007: 193) is of the opinion that name changes of cities, towns, 
 the African 
ve its name 
 in KwaZulu-
to change the 
specially the 
ds (Jenkins, 
d in 2005, it 
d to replace 
proved.   
ical issue in 
ted that the 
placed with 
saying “Our 
shwane long 
the name of 
s and some 
ality did not 
h this slogan 
the residents of the Jacaranda City want to protest against the decision by the 
Tshwane metro council’s mayoral committee to change the city’s name to 
provinces and public places was triggered by the un-banning of
National Congress (ANC) in 1990. One of the major towns to ha
changed after South Africa’s first democratic elections was Stanger
Natal. Stanger’s Transitional Local Council took a decision in 1998 
name to KwaDukuza without conducting public participation. As a result this 
perpetuated conflict between the council and the community, more e
businesses as they had to change their signboards and letterhea
2007: 150). Although the name KwaDukuza was officially approve
has been used since 1998, just like the name Tshwane was use
Pretoria, whereas it has not been officially ap
 
The name change of Pretoria to the city of Tshwane is a very top
political circles and communities at large. Beeld newspaper repor
ANC has decided that the historic name of Pretoria should be re
Tshwane. William Baloyi, the mayoral spokesperson, was quoted 
city’s name has to reflect its history and the area was known as T
before it became known as Pretoria” (Fitzpatrick, 2003). In 2005 the ANC-
governed city of Tshwane Metropolitan Council decided to change 
the City of Pretoria to Tshwane. The opposition political partie
communities objected to the name change because the municip
make use of any form of public participation. Pretoria is Pretoria! Wit
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Tshwane (Slabbert, 2003). Tony Leon, the then leader of the opposition party, 
was quoted in the Pretoria News saying that ‘the ANC was using the name 
sic services’ 
ane came into existence after the demarcation of the municipal 
borders and the amalgamation of various municipal areas into one metropolitan 
marcation of 
the Greater 
, Centurion, 
Winterveld, 
ea 
05: 12). The 
 Tshwane. 
 
: 1 Tshwane 
change issue to distract attention from its failure to deliver ba
(Jenkins, 2007: 158).  
 
The City of Tshw
area. The City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality (CTMM), classified as a 
category A urban municipality, was established following the re-de
various municipalities and councils that had previously served 
Pretoria and surrounding areas. The municipal area includes Pretoria
Akasia, Soshanguve, Mabopane, Atteridgeville, Ga-Rankuwa, 
Hammanskraal, Temba, Pienaarsrivier, Crocodile River and Mamelodi. The ar
is inhabited by approximately 2, 2 million people (Tshwane IDP, 20
map below shows the areas constituting the City of
Map Areas constituting the City of 
 
Source: Tshwane IDP 2005 Revision Cycle no.3 
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The year 2000 heralded a new era for all the communities that reside within the 
boundaries of Tshwane. As a result the City of Tshwane was formed on the 
ellence that 
. The CTMM 
t exercising 
etermined in 
n any matter 
The study was conducted in Pretoria Central which is part of Ward 3. In 2004, the 
al was the 
ected, as its 
rheads, with 
the focus of 
 to Boom in 
ata on the 
rs’ perceptions of the impact that the renaming of 
the city had had on the community.   
foundations to become the leading African capital city of exc
empowers its residents to prosper in a safe and healthy environment
is an organ of the state within the local sphere of governmen
legislative and executive authority within its area of jurisdiction, as d
terms of Municipal Demarcation Act 1988. The CTMM is divided into 76 
municipal wards, and the focus of this study was on one of the wards, and each 
ward has its own ward committee, which makes recommendations o
affecting the ward.     
 
number of residents in Ward 3 was about 39 006. More than half of them are 
black, and 48% are white (Erasmus, 2004: 87). Pretoria Centr
preferred area of study because it was one of the areas most aff
businesses could incur some costs, for example, changing of lette
regard to the re-naming process. The geographical area that was 
this study is bordered by the following streets: Skinner in the south
the north, and D.F Malan in the west to Nelson Mandela in the east. 
 
A social impact assessment will therefore provide important d
residents’ and business owne
 
1.2 Background 
 
After South Africa’s first democratic election in 1994, the forma
municipalities in 2000 created an opportunity for the public to parti
naming and re-naming of places. A social impact assessment that
tion of new 
cipate in the 
 involves the 
community was found to be important, because it minimises local resistance to 
proposed projects and policy decisions, which subsequently minimises the risk of 
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major planning disasters (Vanclay & Bronstein, 1995: 33). Taking as a point of 
departure Ralph Dahrendorf’s classical theory of conflict (Wallace & Wolf, 1980: 
ct in society, 
ases, where 
 a result of a 
 to say that 
atus 
at they are 
Social impact assessments are designed to manage the exacerbation or 
 changing of 
po Provincial 
be the new 
sing Tsonga 
y said that 
he renaming 
ause of their 
petuated by 
existence of 
terests in respect of each of their positions, as each group strives to 
do well for itself. 
ocial impact 
eptions and 
 of Pretoria. 
Although the municipality is using the name Tshwane, it has not been officially 
changed by the Minister of Arts and Culture, who is responsible for the approval 
122), which argues the existence of an inherent tendency for confli
which explains why one could argue that in most, if not nearly all c
renaming of towns, public places, and streets has led to conflict as
lack of public participation. Dahrendorf (Ritzer 1988: 229) goes on
within every organisation, those in dominant positions seek to maintain the st
quo, while those in subordinate positions seek change.  The interests of 
superordinates and subordinates are objective, in the sense th
reflected in the expectations attached to positions.  
 
mitigation of the nature of the conflict that may arise. The importance of social 
impact assessments has, therefore, been evident in cases where the
names of public places was proposed. For example, after the Limpo
Geographical Names Committee announced that Makhado would 
name for Louis Trichardt, the Hlanganani Concern Group, compri
people, complained that consultation was not wide enough. The
Makhado was divisive because it only reflected the wishes of Bavenda people 
(Jenkins, 2007: 156). The non-involvement of the community in t
process led to conflict between the Council and the community bec
different views in terms of decisions made. This conflict was per
rivalries that existed between different parties who perceived the 
conflicting in
 
The conflict theoretical approach and the importance of the use of s
assessments are appropriate for this study focussing on the perc
experiences of the public with regard to the re-naming of the City
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of name changes. Having given the background of the study, the researcher will 
now discuss the research problem.  
 
1.3 Research problem 
 
s supposed to take place at local government level, and 
therefore local government is expected to interact with residents and numerous 
he apartheid 
g in matters 
, 2005). Now 
 take part in 
eptions and 
f Pretoria. 
 
of its citizens 
the national, 
 government 
 delivery is 
xpress their 
y their local 
mmunities in 
onstrating against their local authorities for 
better and improved services (Muller, 2005). 
ies on local 
 raised their 
ublicised the 
need for the public to partake in the re-naming of the City of Pretoria. By 
’insufficiently publicised,’ it is meant that the whole process of re-naming the city 
Service delivery i
role players in identifying the true needs of communities, which ultimately results 
in the promotion of general welfare and quality of communities. T
system prevented the majority of people from effectively participatin
which interested and affected them in their daily lives (Tshwane IDP
that the constitution of South Africa gives the right to every citizen to
public decision making, this study looked at peoples’ perc
experiences with regard to the re-naming of the City o
The moral obligation of any government is to develop the potential 
to the fullest. South Africa has three levels of government, namely 
provincial, and local (municipal level) government. These levels of
are discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The government institutions that 
are closest to the people are the local authorities, where service
supposed to take place. It is on this level where people would e
dissatisfaction pertaining to the services rendered or not rendered b
authorities. This has been evident in the past years, because co
some municipalities have been dem
 
The re-naming of City of Pretoria is one specific issue that l
government level. Many local residents and business owners have
concerns about the fact that the municipality has insufficiently p
 5
was not well communicated to the public.  Although public involvement in the 
debate around the re-naming of the City of Pretoria was publicised in 
 means of a 
lliance was, 
 Smangaliso 
ly afterwards 
Two broad research questions regarding the involvement of communities in the 
he research.  
f: 
• The perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents and 
 them. 
 owners feel 
 discussions 
e city.  
1.4 Rationale
newspapers, few other efforts were made to involve the public by
social impact assessment. A petition drawn up by the Democratic A
for example, signed by 15,000 people objecting to the name change.
Mkhatshwa, the then Tshwane mayor, suspended the process short
because of public pressure (Slabbert, 2003). 
 
re-naming of the City of Pretoria to Tshwane are addressed in t
These questions are aimed at bringing about a better understanding o
 
business owners with regard to the impact the re-naming of the City of 
Pretoria may have on
• The extent to which Pretoria Central residents and business
that they have been given the opportunity to participate in
related to the re-naming of th
 
 
a is a very 
 to re-name 
e re-naming 
il and 
e researcher 
t with regard 
ed about the 
extent to which ward 3 residents feel that they have been given the opportunity to 
be involved in the debate surrounding the re-naming of the city. Such a social 
 
The re-naming of towns, public places, and streets in South Afric
topical issue in the sense that almost every municipality wants
whatever they perceive as not representing the community. With th
process there is always a type of conflict between the municipal counc
some constituents as well as the opposition political parties. Th
embarked on this study to understand the level of public involvemen
to the re-naming of the City of Pretoria. In addition, data was collect
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impact assessment would provide valuable information to the City of Tshwane 
Metropolitan Municipality.   
dy
 
1.5 Scope of the stu  
 
ked at public participation from the South African perspective 
in relation to legislation and its implementation at municipal level. This study also 
 perceptions 
ent or lack 
is task the 
ualitative in 
rticipants.   
 
ntified during 
 listed as:  
aking,  
ves, and  
• the way forward.  
r. Based on 
 community, 
d before the 
change was 
motives. Under the theme “way 
forward”, the respondents suggested the position that should be taken by the 
municipality to address some of the deficiencies identified.  
The researcher loo
looked at how public participation was conducted in other countries as compared 
to South Africa. The main purpose of the study was to research the
and experiences of Pretoria Central residents about their involvem
thereof in the re-naming of the City of Pretoria. To achieve th
researcher therefore employed a methodological approach that was q
nature. Focus groups were used for data collection and purposive and snowball 
techniques were instrumental in the identification of pa
Findings of the study were discussed in accordance with themes ide
data collection and analysis. The themes identified can be
• public participation and decision m
• relationship with the municipality,  
• name change,  
• political moti
 
A detailed discussion of the themes is given in findings chapte
perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents, it is evident from the 
findings that there was a conflict between the municipality and the
because of the fact that there was no public participation conducte
name change. The respondents were of the opinion that the name 
about political dominance and driven by political 
 7
 The researcher made recommendations based on the findings of the study. As 
discussed in the literature review, it is clear that the municipality has the required 
ocument that 
ations made 
 own rules in 
ipality, 
tive, so that 
etails about 
 had some 
sitive to the 
xt section.  
 
line
processes in place, as confirmed by Houston et al. (2001) in their d
was used by the researcher for content analysis. The recommend
were based on the fact that the municipality did not adhere to their
the re-naming of Pretoria. Some of the recommendations are that: citizens be 
regarded as significant role players in the planning process of the munic
and that the municipality ensure that ward committees are ac
community members would be able to voice their concerns. More d
the recommendations are discussed in chapter 5. The study
limitations, as the name change is a topical issue and as it is sen
council. More details are discussed in the last chapter of this thesis. A brief 
outline of chapters of the minor dissertation is given in the ne
1.6 Chapter out  
 
pt of public 
n. The discussion will be 
placed within the broader context of Dahrendorf’s theory of conflict.  
research the 
 the method used in the selection of 
respondents and the data collection techniques used.  
In chapter 4, the presentation of research findings is given. The findings are 
discussed according to the themes used during data collection and analysis.  
 
Chapter 2 gives an exposition and understanding of the conce
participation within the context of local government. This chapter identifies and 
briefly discusses the different forms of public participatio
 
Chapter 3 deals with the research design and methodology used to 
topic of this study. The chapter also explains
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Chapter 5 focuses on the conclusion and recommendations, which were based 
on the findings discussed in the previous chapter. Limitations of the research are 
the researcher will now be discussed.  
also dealt with in this chapter.  
 
The literature studied by 
 9
Chapter 2 
 
Public involvement in decision making: A 
literature overview 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This study was about understanding the perceptions and experiences of Pretoria 
aming of the 
hat influence 
y that will be 
e broad area 
aking, within 
xists. 
 
 
tion in local 
e forms and 
 within each 
 indicated, and now attention will first be given to the meaning of 
public participation.  
 
Central residents regarding the level of their participation in the re-n
City of Pretoria, and therefore this chapter reviews the variables t
public participation in decision making. It also explores the ideological grounding 
of participation in South African municipalities. Other areas of inquir
helpful in understanding the environment of the subject field lie in th
of community development, participatory democracy, and decision-m
which public participation e
In this chapter, a general overview is given of the meaning of public participation,
the role of the government in public participation, public participa
government, involvement of the public in decision making, and th
methods of public participation. The relevance of public participation
phenomenon is
 
2.2 Meaning of Public Participation 
 
Participation appears to be an even broader concept than decision-making. It 
starts well before the decision in question is made, and extends well beyond it. 
Acts of participation should not be viewed in isolation, but should rather be seen 
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within a stream of interconnected acts. Participation may mean different things to 
different people.  
ipation in decision-making was greatly stimulated as a result of 
modernization, which had gathered strength in the early 19th century. Gradually 
 in general 
risis 
Becker (1997: 155) is of the opinion that public participation is the process of 
his can be 
 
tter decision-
ent tries to 
 by allowing 
ed by higher 
t names, the 
ed their local 
ferent races who contributed to the 
development of Pietermaritzburg (Jenkins: 2007: 140).  
ess wherein 
lated to 
e “common 
cial information, or other 
formal power sources beyond their own numbers, and that they are non-elite 
citizens who gain some control from the participation process itself. 
    
 
Public partic
western countries introduced wide participation of the population
elections, and their citizens started to expect a share in decision-making in 
political affairs (Becker, 1997: 154). Planned changes during the economic c
of the 1930s resulted in public participation at grassroots level. 
 
involving the public in the decision-making of an organization. T
brought about through either consultation or involvement. Consultation includes
education, information-sharing, and negotiation, the goal being be
making by the organization consulting the public. Public involvem
bridge the gap between participatory and representative democracy
individuals some opportunity to influence decisions normally decid
authorities. For example, when Pietermaritzburg changed its stree
manner in which consultation took place was systematic and unhurried. The 
street names were selected in a careful manner and they represent
history and commemorated the people of dif
 
Johnson in Bekker (1996: 41) defines citizen participation as a “proc
the common amateurs of a community exercise power over decisions re
the general affairs of a community”. It can be stated that thes
amateurs” are persons without paid office, wealth, spe
 11
Participation can therefore, be defined as an activity undertaken by one or more 
individuals previously excluded from the decision-making process in conjunction 
al leaders in 
cheme, they 
on, available 
996: 1). For 
tate in public 
2.3 The role of the state in public participation
with one or more other individuals who were previously the princip
that process. For citizens to really take part in a participation s
require some kind of explicit or subtle bargaining over issue definiti
options, resource to carry out decisions, and final choices (Bekker, 1
the purpose of this study, public participation can be defined as purposeful 
activities in which people take part in relation to the local authority area of which 
they are legal residents (cf. Bekker, 1996: 132). The role of the s
participation will now be discussed.   
 
 
t role when it 
 are required 
outh Africa, 
rovincial, and 
policy issues 
t plans and 
lude 
 in an open 
le in public 
ion, and therefore the researcher will now discuss participatory 
democracy.  
 
 
The South African Constitution requires the state to play a significan
comes to public participation, because all the provincial legislatures
to facilitate public participation (Chapter 10 of the Constitution of S
1996). As a result, the state has different programmes at national, p
local levels that are meant to encourage the public to participate in 
and decision-making. The government has taken necessary steps to involve the 
people in the formulation and implementation of developmen
programmes which affect them. In South Africa, the legislatures may not exc
the public and media, unless it is reasonable and justified to do so
and democratic society. The state has to play a significant ro
participat
2.3.1 Participatory democracy 
 
The basic characteristics of democracy should be actualized in local government 
institutions (Clapper, 1993: 52). The importance of citizen participation in terms of 
the continued existence of democracy can clearly be seen when the ancient 
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concept of democracy is considered. Clapper (1993: 52) states that while it may 
seem to be non-existent in many societies (like was the case in the re-naming 
 
of participation in all 
aspects of public life for the development of man’s individual capacities, which 
apper, 1993: 
 for populist 
tuation (Kay, 
ticipation will 
 
cracy
process in Tshwane) citizen participation, is not a new phenomenon.
 
Participatory democracy emphasizes the importance 
implies that by associating with others in the pursuit of a goal, the individual 
benefits in many ways. Furthermore, it is not only the individual who gains, but 
the community also gains through a sense of shared purpose (Cl
52). Participatory democracy provides a mechanism and expression
ideals of organizing people and for making them aware of their si
1970: 200). The concept of democracy and its relationship to par
now be discussed. 
(a) The concept of demo  
os, meaning 
ferred to the 
le. The word 
 the citizens 
face-to-face 
 democracy, 
lic decisions 
 participation in making the decisions and in holding public 
office (Clapper, 1993: 50). 
 small and 
despread direct popular 
participation in day-to-day government, something well-highly impossible in 
today’s growing and complex communities (Masango, 2001: 42).  
 
The concept of democracy originates from two Greek words: dem
“the people” and kratein meaning “ruling power”, and originally re
type of government in which the power to rule resided in the peop
refers to the governmental system of the city-states of Athens and Sparta at the 
time of Pericles. Under this system, all important decisions affecting
of Athens were made directly by the ekklesia, which was the 
assembly of all citizens. The outstanding characteristic of Athenian
also known as participatory democracy, was public control of pub
and maximum public
 
Another characteristic of the old city-states is that they were
homogeneous and therefore accommodated wi
 13
The problem with the direct approach of democracy, which may require face-to-
face interaction among the participants, is that it cannot accommodate today’s 
ould among 
ize meetings 
mocracy by 
, rather than 
be linked to 
eld together 
: 228).  
 
racy 
complex local governments, particularly modern cities, since it w
other reasons be difficult, if not impossible, to successfully organ
which all residents and workers could attend (Masango, 2001: 42).  
 
Normally only a few members of any institution are actively involved in the 
functioning of that particular institution. This active and influential minority of 
individuals constitute an “elite” and they fulfil the basic tenets of de
indirect participation for the masses, i.e. representative democracy
participatory democracy (Masango, 2001: 44). This argument can 
Ralph Dahrendorf’s theory of conflict where he said that society is h
by enforced constraint meaning that some positions are delegated power and 
authority over others (Ritzer, 1988
(b) Principles of democ  
d by Ranney 
rticipation in 
 
principles of 
pular sovereignty, political equality, popular consultation, and majority 
rule. 
 
ndispensable component of democracy. To highlight the relationship between 
citizen participation and democracy, a brief elaboration on these principles will be 
given: 
 
 
 
For the purpose of this study, the definition of democracy suggeste
(1975) will be used, as it emphasizes the importance of citizen pa
government activities. Ranney (1975: 307) defines democracy as:  
A form of government organized in accordance with the 
po
 
This definition highlights four principles which indicate that public participation is
an i
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(i) Popular sovereignty  
Ranney (1975: 307) argues that, “The principle of popular sovereignty requires 
ental decision-making power be vested in all members of the 
 particular community who fulfil 
specific basic criteria, such as capability, loyalty, willingness, and other proper 
cisions. The 
y may wish, 
is practically 
 
e the vested 
 should be 
ccountability 
t that those 
sanctions can be brought to bear against those 
who do not comply (Ritzer, 1988: 229).  
In the South 
l government 
l 
 terms of section 151(3) of the Constitution of the RSA (Act 108 
of 1996), has the right to govern the local affairs of the community 
(Masango, 2001: 45). 
 
 
 
that basic governm
community, and not in any particular person or ruling class.”  
 
“Public” should be understood as all members of a
and generally agreed-upon standards. This does not, however, imply that all 
qualifying people will personally or directly make all governmental de
public may delegate their decision-making power to whomever the
such as legislators, executives, judges, or others. Direct involvement of all the 
members of the public in the making of all governmental decisions 
impossible, especially in complex society like ours.  
Popular sovereignty exists wherever and whenever the people hav
power to make final decisions on what decision-making powers
delegated, to whom, for how long, and under what conditions of a
(Ranney, 1975: 307). This can be linked to Dahrendorf’s argumen
who occupy positions of authority are expected to control subordinates and 
because authority is legitimate, 
 
Popular sovereignty therefore is derived from public participation. 
African local government sphere, this becomes evident during loca
elections in which the electorate elects councillors to represent it in the municipa
council, which, in
 15
(ii) Political equality 
The principle of political equality requires that all members of the community 
opportunities to participate in the political process, whatever this 
ality neither 
us is on the 
tical process 
e no 
(iii) Popular consultation
possess equal 
process may entail (Ranney, 1975: 308). However, political equ
implies nor requires equal participation of the people. Its main foc
equality of opportunities or treatment given to the people in the poli
(Ranney, 1975: 309). Therefore, variations in the levels of participation hav
bearing on the principle of equality. 
 
 
pular consultation requires that the decisions on which public 
aken by the 
rough which 
ind out which 
e media that 
eople. If the 
they want to 
f renaming the city would solely be to unite the people of 
the area (Fitzpatrick, 2003). 
e to indicate 
 sovereignty 
 
 continuous 
limate would also contribute towards ensuring that 
the public policies preferred by the people and not by public officials, are 
implemented (Ranney, 1975: 309).  
 
 
The principle of po
policies best promote the people’s interests must ultimately be t
people themselves and not by legislators or public officials (Ranney, 1975: 309). 
Therefore, in a democratic country there should be a mechanism th
legislators and public officials should consult the people in order to f
policies the people want adopted and enforced. It was reported in th
“Tshwane has resolved to begin a public process to consult all p
residents want the name to remain Pretoria, we will support that; if 
change it we will support that as well”.  William Baloyi, the then speaker of the 
mayor, said the aim o
 
Hence, through a certain method of participation, people would hav
which policies they wanted adopted and enforced, otherwise popular
would not exist, and subsequently the democratic process would collapse.
Popular consultation should therefore create a climate conducive to
public participation. Such a c
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(iv) Majority rule 
For democracy to prevail, the will of all people, and not only that of the majority, 
to prevail. However, the decision-making process in a democratic 
as supported 
nney, 1975: 
All factors remaining equal, the solution as to which group will ‘win’ is determined 
ast 50% plus 
 to arrive at 
ic can revise 
 democracy, 
 the 
anything that 
them.  
 
untries
would have 
government mostly entails choosing from among alternative views 
by different groups, parties, or individuals among the people (Ra
310).  
 
by the principle of majority rule, which requires that as long as at le
one of the people determine and approve the procedures taken
government decision, and as long as the same proportion of the publ
the said procedures, then the principle of majority rule, and hence
has been satisfied (Clapper, 1993: 58). The researcher will now look at
examples of public participation in other countries to see if there is 
South Africa can learn from 
2.3.2 Public participation in other co  
 
ere appears 
sion-making. 
ance and its 
 as Canada, 
d Uganda, that may be of interest when compared to the South 
African situation. 
Trends and developments in the international arena have been reviewed and 
suggest that public participation is an idea whose time has come. Th
to be a fundamental shift towards more participatory forms of deci
This is a movement towards new definitions of democratic govern
relations with civil society. This section offers a few examples, such
Germany, an
 
(a) The Canadian example 
In democracies such as Canada, public participation in government decisions is 
now a regular feature of political life. Public participation became a feature of 
public policy in Canada since the 1960s and 1970s, and today decisions by 
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government without public consultation are the exception rather than the rule (De 
Villiers, 2001). 
numerous examples of public participation in Canada. For example, 
one of the mechanisms used by government has been to confer public 
t resulted in 
 
e as 
he courts to 
t has been 
sion-making; 
nvironment; 
tegral part of 
lic is highly 
ast 18 years 
nder this Act 
rs, 2001). 
 
 
There are 
participation rights under specific legislation. The deliberations tha
the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1988 (CEPA) are of particular
interest in this regard. Some of the principles included in the CEPA ar
follows: the right to a healthy environment; improved access to t
prosecute and to sue where one’s right to a healthy environmen
infringed upon, increased public participation in government deci
improved monitoring and reporting to the public on the state of the e
and increased government responsibility and accountability for the environment. 
The involvement of the public in matters related to the CEPA is an in
the success of this Act. Under the CEPA, the opinion of the pub
regarded to the extent that “an individual who is a resident and at le
old may apply to the minister for an investigation of any offence u
that the individual alleges has occurred” (De Villie
(b) The German example 
In Germany, legislation derives from a number of sources such as
programmes, the administration, court rulings, association of trade 
and interest groups, local authorities, and as a result of public disc
mass media. Specialists divisions in the ministries receive and monitor potential 
issues for legislation and invite interest groups to attend disc
 government 
and industry 
ussion in the 
ussions with a view 
t in principle 
represent the interests of broader social groups. This prior consultation is 
considered more efficient than first drawing up provisions which may later prove 
to exchanging views and information (De Villiers, 2001). 
 
These groups do not act arbitrarily on behalf of a few individuals, bu
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to be ill-founded or impossible to implement. It also means that interest groups 
can influence a Bill before it reaches the lawmakers (De Villiers, 2001).   
tive process. Indeed, 
the legislature is considered to be dependent on the expertise, opinions, and 
Taking these 
nt to provide 
e introduced 
held only in 
 makes its 
cy for and of 
this form of 
South Africa 
y citizen has 
vernment.   
 
 
The influence of interest groups is extended into the legisla
concerns of those potentially affected by the planned legislation. 
interests into account has become routine procedure in the German legislature. 
Both the executive and legislative process depends heavily on expertise. There 
are experts in every relevant field, many appointed by the governme
specialist advice on a wide range of topics. The German legislatur
the so called ‘extended’ public committee meetings. These are 
connection with the final debate, after which the committee
recommendation. Public participation in Germany focuses heavily on the role of 
experts, and their model tends to entrench a participatory democra
the elite (De Villiers, 2001). The researcher is of the opinion that 
participation cannot work in South Africa. Public participation in 
focuses on empowering the poor and the marginalized groups. Ever
the right to express his or her opinion and to be heard by the go
(c) The Ugandan example 
In Uganda, where public participation in the planning process is gu
the Constitution, the majority of the citizens do not influence budgeta
and policy formulation. In order to address this problem, both centr
government have introduced initiatives to broaden the scop
participation. The Ugandan Participatory Poverty Project (UPPP) was a three-
year process that sought to bring the perspectives of poor Uganda
formulation through consultations and the implementation of 
planning for poverty reduction at both dis
aranteed by 
ry processes 
al and local 
e of public 
ns into the 
policies and 
trict and national levels. This 
participation has given people a sense of dignity that their views really matter in 
the democratic organization of society (Moehler, 2001: 1). 
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The project was implemented in 1998, and involved consultations with the poor in 
both urban and rural areas. Not only has the resulting information been 
nced budget 
ess to clean 
f safe water 
e researcher 
wo 
ime 
pation to all 
ce with the 
d, and they 
hat will bring 
hem.  
 
ticipation
incorporated in the Poverty Eradication Plan, it has also influe
allocations. For example, as a result of communities identifying acc
water as a priority, a higher weight was given to the provision o
supply in budgets at central and district levels (De Villiers, 2001). Th
is of the opinion that the South African (SA) government can learn a thing or t
from the Ugandan participatory process. If the SA government could invest t
and resources in order to broaden the scope of public partici
communities, they would have done commendable work. For instan
proposed street renaming in Durban, the public was not consulte
protested, demanding that the city should rather focus on initiatives t
tangible developments to the poorest communities. If their cry could be heard, 
that would mean a lot to t
2.3.3 South Africa: Legislature and public par  
 
h the voters 
els of 
 functions of 
, 1996: 3):  
ho appoint a 
t the highest 
e for several 
ponsibility to   
e delivery in other spheres, as well as to 
eyns, 1996: 
? In the provincial sphere, the electorate of each of the nine provinces votes 
for political parties, who appoint a few people (members of provincial 
South Africa is a representative parliamentary democracy in whic
elect citizens to represent them politically in the legislatures at the three lev
government: the national, provincial, and local spheres. The
government are divided amongst the three following spheres (Heyns
? In the national sphere, the voters support political parties w
few people (members of parliament) to represent their views a
level. At this level, the government is exclusively responsibl
functions that affect the country as a whole, such as safety and security, 
defence, and home affairs. The government has a further res
develop policies that guide servic
monitor and support the implementation of these policies (H
3).  
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legislatures) to represent them in the provincial legislatures. These 
legislatures make their own laws on certain provincial matters, subject to 
the primary 
grammes to 
. Policies on 
eveloped at 
 the local electorate votes political parties and for 
ral councils. 
l area which 
l government 
tricity, water, 
ns, municipal 
ns, 1996: 5). 
should have 
level.  
 
 
 has nine 
ne of them. 
 such as the 
 in them. In 
ive systems: 
 executive committee where these powers are 
vested in the executive committee. The City of Tshwane uses the mayoral 
The Constitution requires all three levels of government to co-operate with each 
other in mutual trust and good faith. In addition, the national legislature must 
national laws and policies. The provincial government has 
responsibility for social service delivery and implementing pro
deliver a broad range of services directly to their populations
issues where there are significant regional differences are d
this level (Heyns, 1996: 3). 
? In the local sphere,
individual candidates to represent them in city, town, or ru
These local councils make by-laws and policies for the loca
they govern, subject to national and provincial laws. The loca
is responsible for the delivery of basic services, such as elec
and sanitation services. At this level, the government is also responsible 
for a variety of municipal functions such as building regulatio
planning, fire-fighting services, and many other services (Hey
Public participation for the renaming of the City of Pretoria 
taken place at this 
The constitution provides for three categories of municipalities, namely
metropolitan, district, and local councils. South Africa
metropolitan municipalities, and the City of Tshwane is o
Metropolitan councils may decentralize powers and functions,
original municipal, legislative, and executive powers vested
metropolitan areas, there is a choice of two types of execut
the mayoral executive system where executive authority is vested in the 
mayor, and the collective
executive system (Burger, 2007). 
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pass laws to facilitate this co-operation. The national legislature has exclusive 
powers to make laws in certain areas, and it shares legislative power with the 
e government. Ordinary citizens may be 
able to influence the kind and content of laws passed if they know where they 
ic. It may do 
en to inform 
 and to get 
 expertise in 
 
 of the bill 
blished in the 
ree weeks. 
ferred to the 
ed changes, 
 
provincial legislature in others (Heyns, 1996: 3). 
 
Parliament is the legislative arm of th
can make suggestions or interventions. To do this, they need to understand the 
legislative process (Heyns, 1996: 37). Before any bills could be drafted, a 
department may choose to first spell out its policy on issues in publ
this in a White Paper or a Green Paper. This optional step is tak
people outside Parliament about its views, to consult with them
comments and suggestions from interested people and people with
the field. Ordinary citizens and civil society groups can also make their voices
heard regarding any legislation. They can influence the final form
before it becomes an Act by making their inputs. All bills must be pu
Government Gazette for the public to comment on within th
Thereafter, the bill is tabled to the National Assembly, and then re
relevant parliamentary committees for recommendations and propos
if any (Heyns, 1996: 38). 
 
(a) The role of the executive 
Lawmaking has its roots in policy. In pursuing the argument that pa
the public must extend beyond that of simply casting a vote at ele
follows that the executive must engage with the public when draw
formulating policy. The Constitution obliges the executive to respond t
needs of the people and to encourage the public to participate in poli
has been argued in South Africa too that it is at the policy making an
drafting stages that the public input may prove most 
rticipation by 
ction time, it 
ing up and 
o the 
cy making. It 
d legislative 
valuable. This is, after all, 
when the aims and objectives of the legislation are established and when the 
mechanisms to achieve them are mapped out (Heyns, 1996: 36).  
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The publication and dissemination of Green and White Papers help promote 
public involvement in policy formulation. Public involvement in policy formulation 
 laws will be 
 followed by 
pear to have 
eyns, 1996: 
(b) Petitions as an aspect of public participation
and the subsequent drafting of legislation makes it more likely that
respected and obeyed. Certainly, the public participation processes
the Constitutional Assembly during the drafting of the Constitution ap
resulted in a founding document that is widely accepted and used (H
38). 
 
 
rally is recognized in section 17 of the 
tions allow individual or groups to raise issues in a formal way without 
e together to 
e authority. 
 
e legislature 
hed a Public 
el for public 
ns whereby 
sting legislation, 
regulations, and processes may be entertained or revisited (Besdziek, n. d).  
il of Provinces (NCOP) in terms of 
The right to petition government gene
Constitution:  
Peti
having to go through a particular member of the legislature. They are 
useful mechanisms for unorganized sectors of society to com
raise particular issues for consideration by the legislativ
The Gauteng legislature has formalized the opportunity to petition th
by passing the Petitions Act of 1998. The legislature has establis
Participation and Petitions Unit and a Standing Committee on Petitions and 
Public Participation. Petitions are regarded as an important chann
input after legislation has been passed. Petitions provide a mea
public comment on, and experience with regard to exi
 
2.3.4 The role of the National Counc  
          public participation 
 
The National Council of Provinces (NCOP) is constitutionally m
represent provinces in the national sphere, and local governm
andated to 
ent is also 
represented in the national sphere by the NCOP. The NCOP is not there to 
oversee all of national government; but rather has to exercise oversight over the 
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national aspects of provincial and local government. Its goal in doing this is to 
contribute to effective government by ensuring that provincial and local concerns 
and national 
ing legislation is a case in point. 
Section 76 bills offer provinces the greatest opportunity to influence law and 
al legislative 
ne vote. The 
es and the 
fact that the 
 has been 
nce national 
tures.  
 
allowed to 
latively short 
considerable 
their NCOP 
may wish to 
ge an extensive public participation process before doing so (De Villiers, 
2001).   
frican Local 
are recognized in national policy making and that provincial, local, 
governments work together effectively (De Villiers, 2001). 
 
The role of the NCOP and provinces in assur
policy on socio-economic transformation. Section 76 bills are bills that affect the 
provinces and that relate to areas of shared national and provinci
powers. When section 76 bills are considered, each province has o
NCOP must refer section 76 bills to the provincial legislatur
amendments proposed by each province must be considered. The 
NCOP must obtain a mandate on some national legislation in itself opens up a 
significant opportunity for public participation. National legislation
debated in the provinces, giving the public the opportunity to influe
policy in the provincial legisla
However, concern has been raised about the amount of time 
provincial legislatures and the NCOP when dealing with section 76 bills, and the 
impact this has on public participation. Usually, provinces have a re
period of four weeks to give feedback to the NCOP. This puts 
pressure on provincial legislatures which must not only mandate 
delegations in line with the requirements of section 76, but which 
arran
 
(a) The National Council of Provinces (NCOP) and South A
Government Association (SALGA) 
The opportunity for national representation of the views of citizens was increased 
by the passage of the Organised Local Government Act, which created the South 
African Local Government Association (SALGA). Each of the nine provincial local 
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government associations nominates up to six delegates to a national pool, from 
which SALGA’s national executive selects delegates to participate, depending on 
 emphasized 
a key player 
e an intrinsic element of policy-making in this 
 ensure that 
allowed the 
(b) Public participation and provincial legislatures
the issues arising from legislation. The significance of SALGA was
by Mohammed Bhabha of the NCOP: 
Clearly the status of local government has been elevated to that of 
in government. It has becom
country. This is in recognition of the key role that local government will play in the 
development of the country and in the deepening of participatory democracy. It 
stands as a monument to the ideals for which our people fought to
their voices, however humble, will be heard, no matter how h
corridors of power may be (De Villiers, 2001).  
 
 
 is that this 
ade by the 
ch particular 
es and time. 
, and hardly 
 to play a 
ar that public 
 cannot succeed without an extensive public education 
programme (De Villiers, 2001).  
ocal 
ntatives may 
 to summons 
ny individual 
m. Local government is the form of government that 
is closer to the people and this is where public participation should take place, as 
described in the following section.  
The approach that the NCOP has adopted on public participation
should take place in the provincial legislatures. Thus, decisions m
legislatures should be informed by the views of the public in ea
province. The two biggest difficulties that provinces face are resourc
As noted above, the four-week cycle demands very tight planning
affords the time to prepare for large-scale public participation. At an NCOP 
workshop in November 1998, provinces called on the NCOP
coordinating role concerning public participation. It has become cle
participation in the NCOP
 
Provision is made for municipal delegations to represent the interests of l
government in the NCOP when necessary, but municipal represe
not vote. The NCOP and any of its committees also have the power
anyone to give evidence or produce documents, and may request a
or institution to report to the
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 2.4 Public participation in local government  
 
velopment have emerged, as a result of 
municipality partnerships with structures of civil society. There have also been 
sistance for 
Local government ward committees or sub-councils have been created as 
s to channel 
ittees were 
sed below. 
 
alities
Some good models for participatory de
several interventions by donor communities in providing as
developing appropriate communication and public participation mechanisms (IDP 
Guide1, Department of Provincial and Local Government, 2000). 
 
advisory bodies comprising municipal and community representative
community needs and recommendations to council. These comm
elected so that they could respond to the needs of the local community. The 
reasons for the existence of municipalities will be discus
2.4.1 Mandate of the municip  
 
government 
ctions in its 
ips between 
tion and its 
community (IDP Guide1, Department of Provincial and Local Government, 2000). 
ndates local 
nt for local 
d community 
organisations in the matters of local government. A fundamental aspect of the 
local government system is the active engagement of communities in the affairs 
A municipality is an organ of the state within the local sphere of 
exercising legislative and executive authority within an area determined in terms 
of the Local Government: Municipal Demarcation Act, 1998. It fun
area in accordance with the political, statutory, and other relationsh
its political structures, political office bearers and administra
  
Houston, Humphries, Liebenberg and Dichaba (2001: 207) argue that the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act No. 108 of 1996) ma
government to provide democratic and accountable governme
communities and to encourage the involvement of communities an
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of municipalities of which they are an integral part, and in particular in planning, 
service delivery, and performance management. 
nancial and 
ard to practical considerations, has the 
t favour or 
prejudice, 
the involvement of the local community 
e provided to the local community 
ith equitable access to the 
unicipality 
 239). 
 
rticipation
The council of the municipality, within the municipality’s fi
administrative capacity and having reg
duty to: 
? provide democratic and accountable government, withou
? encourage 
? strive to ensure that municipal services b
in a financially and environmentally sustainable manner 
? provide members of the local community w
municipal services to which they are entitled 
? promote and undertake development in the municipality 
? promote a safe and healthy environment in the m
(Houston et al.  2001:
2.4.2 Integrated development planning and public pa  
 
mental, and 
ce resources 
oor and the 
inalized” (IDP Guide1, Department of Provincial and Local Government, 
2000). 
cipalities be 
 As a tool to 
he Municipal 
Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000 (MSA) requires municipalities to have Integrated 
Development Plans. The IDP process requires that communities be involved in 
Integrated development planning (IDP) is defined as “A participatory approach to 
integrate economic, sectoral, spatial, social, institutional, environ
fiscal strategies in order to support the optimal allocation of scar
between sectors and geographical areas and across the population, in a manner 
that provides sustainable growth and the empowerment of the p
marg
 
The White Paper on Local Government requires that muni
developmental in the way they provide services to its communities.
assist municipalities in carrying out their developmental mandate, t
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the development of their communities throughout all the IDP phases, with the aim 
of “deepening democracy” (IDP Guide 1, DPLG, 2000). Integrated development 
 of Municipal 
r developing 
hat some of the requirements were not always adhered 
 (FF 
wane metro 
e Municipal 
nal Heritage 
nd of conflict 
ourt 
n to rename 
e (Magome: 
). 
 
ticipation
planning aims to align varying community needs with the activities
Departments, in order to maximize the use of limited resources fo
the city.  
 
As a way of illustrating t
to by the council, Willie Spies, the spokesperson of the Freedom Front Plus
Plus) said his party has approached the court because the Tsh
council has contravened at least three laws, which consist of th
Systems Act, the Municipal Finance Management Act, and the Natio
Resources Act, in pursuing the renaming of streets. To show the ki
that exists between the political parties, the FF Plus said they would ask the c
for an interdict preventing the implementation of the council’s decisio
the streets until public participation in the process was complet
2008
(a) Development of a culture of community par  
ive government with a system of participatory governance, and 
ditions for the local community to participate in the    
 and review of its performance 
review of its performance, including the outcomes  
? preparation of its budget 
? strategic decisions relating to the provision of services. 
 
A municipality must develop a culture of municipal governance that complements 
formal representat
for this purpose must – 
(i) Encourage and create con
affairs of the municipality, including: 
? the preparation, implementation, and review of its IDP 
? the establishment, implementation,
management system 
? the monitoring and 
 and impact of such performance 
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(ii) Contribute to building the capacity of: 
? the local community  
foster community participation (IDP Guide 1, ? councillors and staff to 
DPLG, 2000). 
 
(b) Adoption of IDP 
Each municipal council must, within a prescribed period after the start of its 
tes, and co-ordinates plans, and takes into account  
municipality with the 
and planning 
legislations. 
 
in terms of 
 in force until 
f its elected 
ng, drafting, 
municipality 
, consult the 
the local community of particulars of the process it intends to follow (IDP Guide 1, 
. 
(c) Status of IDP
elected term, adopt a single, inclusive, and strategic plan for the development of 
the municipality which:  
? links, integra
proposals for the development of the municipality, 
? aligns the resources and capacity of the 
implementation of the plan, and 
? is compatible with national and provincial development plans 
requirements binding on the municipality in terms of 
An integrated development plan adopted by a municipal council 
section (1) may be amended in terms of section 34, and will remain
an integrated development plan is adopted by the next elected council.  
 
Each municipal council, within a prescribed period after the start o
term, must adopt a process set out in writing to guide the planni
adoption, and reviewing of its integrated development plan. The 
must, through appropriate mechanisms, process, and procedures
local community before adopting the process. A municipality must give notice to 
DPLG, 2000)
 
 
An integrated development plan adopted by the council of a municipality – 
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? is the principal strategic planning investment which guides and informs all 
planning and development, and all decisions with regard to planning, 
ty, except to 
een a municipality’s integrated 
ch case such 
 that those parts of the integrated 
ose persons 
2.4.3 Ward committees
management and development in the municipality. 
? binds the municipality in the exercising of its executive authori
the extent of any inconsistency betw
development plan and national or provincial legislation, in whi
legislation prevails; and 
? binds all other persons, to the extent
development plan that impose duties or affect the rights of th
have been passed as a by-law. 
 
 
es Act, 1998 
The City of 
ablished in 
inly advisory 
ng the ward.  
 
e involved in 
 committees 
 areas in the 
d consult the 
rmal powers 
ly supporting 
ees to do their work. Ward committees can play an important role in 
creating a democratic culture of local participation and accountability (IDP Guide 
1, DPLG, 2000).  
 
 
 
Ward committees are established in terms of the Municipal Structur
(Act 117 of 1998) in each ward boundary of the Municipality. 
Tshwane currently has seventy six (76) ward committees est
accordance with a total number of wards. Ward committees are ma
committees which can make recommendations on any matter affecti
The main role of the ward committee is to make sure that voters ar
and informed about council decisions that affect their lives. The ward
should be set up in such a way that it can reach most sectors and
ward. The ward committee’s main tasks are to communicate with an
community in respect of development and service plans. It has no fo
however, to force the council to do anything. The council should provide support, 
for example by providing publicity for meetings, and by financial
ward committ
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(a) Purpose of the ward committee 
The purpose of the ward committee is  
pation from the community in council decisions 
 is more effective communication between the 
 back to the 
. 32 of 2000 Local Government). 
(b) Role of the ward councillor
? to obtain better partici
? to make sure that there
council and the community 
? to assist the ward councillor with consultation and to report
community (Government Gazette No
 
 
rectly elected to represent and serve the people in a 
rests of the 
rd councillor 
 committees, 
between the 
ted and kept 
et plans that 
t). The ward 
 has some 
at they have to follow when naming public places, and this is 
discussed below. 
2.4.4 Procedural guidelines for naming public places in Tshwane
A ward councillor is di
specific ward. The ward councillor should make sure that the inte
people in the ward are presented as properly as possible. The wa
should be in touch with the issues in the area, should understand the key 
problems, and should monitor development and service delivery. In
a caucus and council meeting, the ward councillor is the direct link 
council and the voters. He/she makes sure that voters are consul
informed about council decisions, and about development and budg
affect them (Government Gazette No. 32 of 2000 Local Governmen
councillors play a vital role in the involvement of the communities in decision 
making, as dealt with in the next section. Tshwane municipality
guidelines th
   
 
ferred to the 
ndation and 
ts and Culture. Any applications for a name must 
include sufficient information about the name (origin, meaning, pronunciation) 
and the reason for wanting the name. 
 
 
All matters concerning the naming of public places should be re
South African Geographical Names Council (SAGNC) for recomme
approval by the Minister of Ar
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All names must be presented to the community for their acceptance. Depending 
on the circumstances, names must be presented to the community through the 
ire on which 
 members of 
ane to ward 
o the Public 
he relevant 
Postmaster-
 an approved 
 governance 
he following 
ties will be 
d.   
 
 
ward committee, through the local press, or through a questionna
signatures are to be affixed. The ward councillors should invite the
the existing Public Place and Street Names Committee in Tshw
committee meetings as observers. All names must be referred t
Place and Street Names Committee, which evaluates and considers the names. 
The Public Places and Street Names Committee must forward its 
recommendations to the Council for consideration and approval. T
municipal department, Telkom Ltd, the Surveyor-General and the 
General, as well as the applicant, must be notified immediately of
name (Tshwane Policy Guidelines, 2002: 135). 
 
The integrated development plan (IDP) involves new and complex
and planning processes for South African local authorities. In t
section, the IDP process to be implemented by the municipali
discusse
2.5 Involvement of the public in decision making: Focusing on the key
principles  
icipation is a 
e potentially 
involved are 
n process be 
ised and be 
rangements 
es relating to 
involvement techniques address the complex issues of physically reaching 
people identified as the interested and affected parties, and of taking note of and 
 
In South Africa, as in many other countries of the world, public part
legal requirement in respect of developments considered to hav
negative impacts.  The principles relating to the people to be 
identified as the principles of capacity building, representation, transparency, and 
diversity. These principles seek to ensure that the public participatio
inclusive of interested and affected parties; that diversity be recogn
properly managed, and that the main groups of stakeholders make ar
for their representation in order to streamline the process.  Principl
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considering their (i.e. the public’s) opinion, in order to render the participation 
adequate and effective (Makara, 2001: 7). 
 
2.5.1 Capacity building 
 
 the active empowerment of role players, so that they clearly 
and fully understand the objectives of public participation, and may in turn take 
e, or 
the form of 
 require that 
f appropriate 
ir input into 
 
rganisations 
how public 
 able to draw 
creation of a 
 for 
holding government accountable to the people (Mpondo, 2004).  
ing the right 
isation and 
eneficiaries. 
s and 
e-orientated 
 job creation 
the primary 
unities be exposed to education and 
awareness training, and to ensure that communities facilitate this, to the extent 
necessary,  by participating (Makara, 2001: 9). 
Capacity building is
such actions or conduct themselves in ways that are calculated to achiev
lead to, delivery of the objectives. Capacity building may take 
imparting knowledge to role players on the one level, but may also
role players who had been empowered with knowledge are availed o
material resources and other incentives, in order to provide the
decision making (Makara, 2001: 9). 
Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) and Community-Based O
(CBOs) and community representatives need to be trained on 
involvement enriches decision-making.  It is important for them to be
the link between their participation and the resultant decision.  The 
conducive environment for NGOs to engage the state is a key requirement
 
As opposed to accepting the plight of the poor as a given and find
technique, capacity building requires strengthening their organ
financial capacities so they are not just recipients of services and b
They should be supported and prepared to own and manage asset
activities in a sustainable manner.  Dependency and welfar
approaches may not help.  Government and industry should intensify
efforts and poverty alleviation projects. Government bears 
responsibility to ensure that comm
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 A critical part of empowerment is the ability to streamline participation and 
communication through the establishment and management of community 
 and almost 
 community 
ducted. The 
 
be contained 
fficiency and 
e needed to 
ake over the 
fety, health, 
with industry 
re expected 
Dahrendorf’s 
 that lead to 
2.5.2 Representation
forums.  All inclusive public participation may be nebulous, costly,
impossible, unless the communities are organised into representative
forums through which public participation processes can be con
communities are to be assisted to appreciate not only their initial role in public
participation, but also that their role may be rendered more meaningful through 
organisation into properly managed forums through which they can 
to provide their input into processes.  To achieve this eventual e
develop sustainable interactions, substantial up-front investments ar
build the skills and systems that enable the forums eventually to t
management of the process on behalf of the community.  The forums must be 
empowered to deal generally with environmental and community sa
and developmental matters.  They must be empowered to engage 
and the authorities on behalf of their constituents, with whom they a
to consult on an ongoing basis (Makara, 2001: 9). This follows 
argument that once conflict groups emerge, they engage in actions
changes and developments in social structure (Ritzer, 1988: 230).  
 
 
sented in a 
 “on board”.  
s for water 
appropriate 
Government 
, and other 
social organisations are always helpful when representing the interests of the 
affected community. In practice, it may be difficult or impossible to be assured 
 
This principle seeks to ensure that all relevant interests be repre
public participation process, so that all relevant viewpoints be taken
This representation requirement is echoed under a number of other pieces of 
legislation including the National Water Act 36 of 1998, which provide
management institutions established under the Act to have 
community, racial, and gender representation. The Non-
Organisations (NGOs), Community-Based Organisations (CBOs)
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that representatives do have legitimate mandates.  In such cases the community 
is to be assisted, as part of capacity building, to enhance the human resources 
utions and to 
skills bolster 
prove to be 
2.5.3 Transparency
and local institutions needed to prepare them to manage local instit
enter into responsible consultations with project proponents. These 
streamlining and efficiency of public participation, and should 
beneficial for future processes (Makara, 2001: 8). 
 
 
Transparency is required for all role players in a public participation process.  
s and the 
mmunicator 
 
ied, as a first 
uld have the 
ownership of 
participation 
11).  
 
ledging any 
adlines. The 
ent, not only 
cerns of the 
t hand, must be made known to 
either the developer or the authorities (Makara, 2001: 11). 
 
 
The project proponents have to ensure that both the proces
proceedings are not inadvertently lacking in transparency.  The co
should never assume that the communities understand the rationale for public
involvement.  Highly technical material has to be adequately simplif
step, to render it accessible to non-technical participants.  This sho
effect of an icebreaker to bring everyone on board, to broaden the 
the process, and to make everyone feel comfortable with active 
(Makara, 2001: 
The authorities are also obliged to be transparent in terms of acknow
capacity or other constraints they have and which may impact de
communities, NGOs, and CBOs are likewise required to be transpar
in relation to the process, but also to the project at hand.  Any con
community, even if not relevant to the process a
2.5.4 Diversity 
 
Diversity refers to the difference associated with race, gender, religion, ethnicity, 
language, age, economic status and sexual orientation among others.  In a public 
participation process, these differences are often represented by the divergent 
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viewpoints and opinions.  Since the object of public participation is not to seek 
consensus, but rather to enrich decision-making, sensitivity towards diversity 
  Successful 
 process by 
ibility of the 
ake informed 
sed below.  
2.6 Different forms and methods of public participation 
issue will ensure that all main messages are adequately captured.
diversity management reinforces ownership of the public participation
all role players, and therefore enhances the integrity and cred
process.  Knowledge about these issues could also be used to m
decisions about what actions need to be taken to render the process more 
accessible (Makara, 2001: 8). For public participation to happen in a meaningful 
manner, different forms and methods should be employed, as discus
 
 
In this section, different forms and methods of public participation that relate to 
ve different 
 methods of 
sed by the 
rocess.   
 
 
community involvement will be discussed. Participation can ha
meanings for different groups, as a result of a variety of forms and
participation.  The forms and methods discussed below are u
municipality for its public participation p
2.6.1 Forms of public participation 
 community 
icipation are 
communities, 
u, who is the 
take the form of public meetings, written submissions, and public hearings 
d Levanon: 2008).  
 
Two forms of public participation, namely public hearing and
participation, will be discussed below. These forms of public part
more appropriate for municipalities in engaging with their various 
as they are widely used for this purpose. For example Khorombi Da
speaker of the council, said the process to rename the streets in Pretoria would 
(Masemola an
 
(a) Public hearing 
In local governments, the form of active citizen participation in public decision-
making involves the formal public hearing, during which citizens are afforded the 
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opportunity to express their views and to question officers. State administrative 
procedures acts require that administrative agencies hold public hearings prior to 
ts (Meyer & 
s do not change the locus of decision-making authority, but may 
induce public officers to modify their original proposals and views. Officers must 
 
r & Theron, 
(b) Community participation
issuing rules and regulations or prior to undertaking specific projec
Theron, 2000: 47). 
 
Public hearing
give serious consideration to the expressed views of citizens, or the public
hearing will be little more than a pro-forma consultation ritual (Meye
2000: 47). 
 
 
 “the actual act of taking part in or 
” (Bayat and 
ndividuals or 
, community 
ring project 
ervices. The 
 
participation is the fact that participants must be members of the said community. 
2.6.2 Methods of public participation
Community participation can be defined as
involvement of community members in specific community activities
Meyer, 1994: 156). Members of the community can participate as i
as members of groups. According to Bayat and Meyer (1994: 156)
members can participate in activities such as decision-making du
planning or the implementation and sharing of the benefits of public s
main feature distinguishing community participation from other types of
 
 
, as they are 
el. The methods that will be 
e: consultation, committee meetings, and voting. 
 
For the purpose of this study, only three methods will be discussed
the ones that are commonly used at municipal lev
discussed ar
 
(a) Consultation 
Public consultation refers to a process of communication between the 
government and the governed in dealing with a particular issue (Craythorne, 
1997:98). Furthermore, consultation can also be defined as a means of seeking 
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advice or information (Webster Dictionary, 1995: 210). Consultation therefore is a 
method of participation in which information is provided and the views of 
mong other 
nwell, 1980: 
participants are elicited. Such participation can occur through, a
means, the use of questionnaires, public meetings, and surveys (Be
74).  
 
(b) Committee meetings 
body that comprises people who have been 
ter (Webster 
 method of 
o serve on 
 Committee 
onsideration 
75). 
ng
A committee is a formally constituted 
appointed or elected to examine or deal with a particular mat
Dictionary, 1995: 197). When committee meetings are used as a
participation, representatives of relevant groups are required t
committees that deal with matters that concern such groups.
meetings are interactive forms of participation among members who are capable 
of understanding in-depth discussions about the matters under c
(Benwell, 1980: 
  
(c) Voti  
rate choose 
 
lected as political office 
bearers and members of parliament (Meyer and Theron, 2000: 52). 
of people in 
 of political 
w 
. Researchers 
could even use the opinions, perceptions, and reactions of society as a tool to 
analyse policy, and to evaluate how effective and efficient specific policies are.  
 
 
 
Voting could be described as a process through which the electo
from candidates who are all eligible for a certain vacancy. This is the way public
representatives in a democratic country are normally e
 
The right to vote probably is the only political right that the majority 
the world exercise. An election is the main formal mechanism
participation in the modern world. In an election, the individual can vote for a ne
political party to be the lawful policy-making body of the country
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2.7 Conclusion 
 
n of public participation that was used for the purpose of this study 
clearly states that people should take part in the activities of their local 
o involve the 
s of South 
The state plays a significant role in terms of public participation, and as a result, it 
urage public 
racy should 
and capacity 
 of 
oncentration 
 category of 
 each other, 
government.  
 
untable 
articipate in 
te in local 
are various 
engage with 
any different 
 
such as adequate personnel and political conditions such as overall political 
ength of the 
IDP process was that it enabled ordinary citizens to play a role in the planning 
process. Although the municipal processes are in place, the municipalities 
The definitio
municipality. It is therefore crucial for the municipality to do its best t
communities in public participation, as it is a requirement in term
African constitution.   
 
has different programmes at all levels of government that enco
participation in decision making. The basic characteristics of democ
be actualized at local government level where delivery of services 
building of communities should happen. South Africa has three levels
government, namely national, provincial and local spheres. The c
was on local government because the municipality falls into this
government. The three levels of government should co-operate with
although the delivery of basic services is the responsibility of local 
Local government is mandated to provide democratic and acco
government for local communities and to encourage residents to p
matters of the local government. Communities could participa
government through their involvement in the IDP system. There 
forms and methods of public participation which are used to 
communities on different matters. Dahrendorf is of the opinion that m
factors do intervene in the process of conflict, for example, technical conditions
climate (Ritzer, 1988: 230).  
 
Houston and colleagues (2001:272) argue that the most important str
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experience many challenges in the implementation of these processes. The most 
significant problems identified by Houston and his colleagues in their study were 
 Council; the 
mmunity and 
ess, and the 
Houston et al. (2001:197) are of the opinion that the overwhelming majority of 
 for public 
l structures. 
, as well as 
acy have a 
:199).  
 
y of names, 
 since over a 
ter of fact the 
 
 used in this study is 
qualitative and is discussed in more detail in the following chapter.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the inadequate consideration given to the IDP reports by the City
limited participation of councillors in the process; conflict between co
councillors; the lack of resources for community participation proc
implementation of IDP projects (2001:272).  
 
South Africans have very limited knowledge of mechanisms
participation in the legislative process and of the functions of politica
They argue that knowledge of political processes and institutions
attitudinal factors such as apathy and feelings of political effic
considerable impact on public participation in legislative processes in South 
Africa (Houston et al., 2001
Jenkins (2007: 193) argues that onomastics, the theoretical stud
suggests that the name changes are to some degree unnecessary,
period of time, the literal meaning of a proper name is lost. As a mat
meaning of some place names are unknown, and certainly, in many cases,
unknown to some people. The research methodology
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Chapter 3 
 
Researching the public participation in the re-
naming of the City of Pretoria: The research 
design  
 
3.1 Introduction 
The main purpose of this study was to get people’s perception about public 
rence to the 
ach 
nature. This 
ting, coding, 
 data.  
 
oach
 
participation in local government decision making with special refe
re-naming of the City of Pretoria. For this reason, the methodological appro
used to gain information for the above purpose was qualitative in 
chapter will include giving an overview of the methods used in collec
analysis and interpretation of the
3.2 Methodological Appr  
e. Qualitative 
y experience 
 deeper and 
aningful understanding into the phenomenon being studied (Neuman, 
2003: 391). 
ntributed to 
er goes into 
not to make 
 and proper 
understanding of the theme of the study as well as views given to you by the 
people one has approached (cf. Neuman, 1997: 331-332). The researcher did 
 
The research methodology was qualitative and exploratory in natur
analysis does not tend to highlight any generalization, because ever
observed is subjective and unique to the process of trying to get a
more me
 
An important feature of the qualitative methodology, which co
choosing this methodology, is the level of depth that the research
when studying his or her respondents. It is important in this study 
abstractions or deductions from the respondents, but to gain a deep
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not use quantitative methods, because this method would not have allowed the 
respondents to freely express their perceptions and experiences. The other 
t would have 
n Rensburg 
trol of all the 
nd the study 
s was 
By using a qualitative approach, an attempt was made to understand the 
making, with 
d account of 
 
pling
contributing factor for not choosing the quantitative method is that i
been time consuming and expensive for the researcher. Henning, Va
and Smit (2004: 3) argue that a quantitative study focuses on con
components in the actions and representations of the participants, a
is guided with a focus on how variables are related. The researchers’ focu
on depth rather than quantity for this study.  
 
respondents’ experience in relation to public involvement in decision 
special reference to the re-naming of the City of Pretoria. A detaile
how the respondents were selected is given in the following section. 
3.3 Population and sam  
 
 working in 
wing streets: 
on 
ool of cases 
conclusions. 
mine all the 
 population, 
eir specific 
ould at least 
and still be 
s had to be 
n Institutions 
around Pretoria or living in Pretoria central. In terms of age categories, the 
participants were between the ages of 22 and 54 years, which were broken down 
In this study, the research population were individuals living and
Pretoria Central, whose geographical area is bordered by the follo
Skinner in the south to Boom in the north and D.F Malan in the west to Nels
Mandela in the east. A population or universe refers to the large p
from which the researcher desires to investigate and to draw 
However, this is an abstract concept as it can never truly deter
elements within a large population (Neuman, 2003: 216). To define a
a researcher specifies the unit being sampled by defining th
characteristic that is being studied. For the purpose of this study, the 
characteristic taken into consideration was that the participants sh
have lived in Pretoria Central for a minimum of twelve months 
residing there at the time of the research, or that the participant
working within the city centre or be students at Higher Educatio
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according to focus groups. All the business people had to have their businesses 
in the city centre, which had to be operational at the time of the research.  
 study. Babbie and 
Mouton (2002: 166) argue that social research is often conducted in situations 
 large-scale 
03: 211). In 
qual chance 
e researcher 
e included in 
icipate in the 
cteristics that 
 groups. 
 
study were, 
 
archer opted 
block of flats 
were at work 
 an in-depth 
egard to the 
 chosen 
t, “snowball 
f the target 
 provide the 
information needed to locate other members of that population whom they 
happen to know”. Snowball sampling was used in this study, as it was not as 
 
Non-probability sampling was used for the purposes of this
where one cannot select the kind of probability samples used in
social surveys. This type of sampling was chosen because the study focussed on 
the relevance of the research topic rather than the representation which 
determines the way in which respondents are selected (Neuman, 20
this sampling method, not everyone in the target population had an e
of being included in the study. During the sampling process, th
identified three individuals who complied with the characteristics to b
the research. (They are Pretoria Central residents working in town and within the 
specified age category). These individuals were approached to part
study and were thereafter asked to identify people with similar chara
they thought would be useful for focus
The types of non-probability sampling that were used in this 
therefore, purposive and snowball sampling. Purposive sampling is a kind of
sampling used for special situations (Neuman, 2003: 213). The rese
for these types of sampling, as it was not easy to get access to the 
in Pretoria Central during the day, as most occupants of these flats 
or out busy with their commitments. The researcher wanted to do
investigation about the perceptions and experiences of people with r
re-naming of the City of Pretoria; hence purposive sampling was
(Neuman, 2003: 213). Babbie and Mouton (2002: 167) argue tha
sampling is implemented by collecting data on the few members o
population you can locate, and then asking those individuals to
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easy as the researcher had thought to gain access to respondents. Focus groups 
were used for data collection and will be discussed next.  
cussions
 
3.4 Data collection: utilising focus group dis  
 
e interviews with a few municipal 
officers but could not secure any interview, despite numerous attempts. The 
hange within 
Data gathering was done through focus groups. This technique was chosen 
aster, as the 
003: 396) is 
articipants to 
uraged, and 
ach other, as 
 the 
ns between 
of the study. 
ns, because 
rceptions of 
timidated or 
. The other reason was that interviews are 
time consuming, and the researcher did not have the luxury of time because he 
The researcher tried to make the respondents comfortable by telling them that no 
one should feel intimidated, as all of them were equally important for this 
Initially, the researcher intended to include som
researcher got the impression that; the municipal officials were not willing to 
participate in this research, because of the sensitivity of the name c
the municipality. 
 
rather than utilizing one-on-one interviews, because it was felt that by including 
up to eight persons in a discussion would be much cheaper and f
researcher did not have operating funds for this project. Neuman (2
of the opinion that the focus group setting allows and encourages p
express their ideas freely, open discussion by participants is enco
respondents may query one another and explain their answers to e
indeed was the case in this study. For example, some issues, such as
dominance of one group by another encouraged lengthy discussio
the focus group members, which was one of the limitations of the 
On the other hand, the study benefited from these lengthy discussio
the researcher was able to get in-depth information and pe
respondents. In a one-on-one situation, the interviewee might feel in
scared to say something to a total stranger (interviewer); hence the focus group 
was thought to be more appropriate
was working full-time and studying part-time.  
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research, and that there were no wrong answers. A supportive environment was 
created to encourage discussion and the expression of differing opinions and 
atural setting 
is study, and they were constituted as follows: 
One group was made up of white residents, another group comprised black 
ocus groups 
in the study. 
The first group, made up of white residents, had seven participants, two of which 
en 31 and 45 
ir ideas and 
bated issues 
 members of 
 they would 
the issue of 
heritage and culture being ignored by the municipality was discussed at 
length.  
 participants 
d 45 years.  
 were aware 
ts in the municipal structure. Members of this group 
could freely express their views and opinions as they were comfortable with each 
other as members of the group.  
 
points of view. The informal nature of the focus groups and its n
allows people to express opinions freely.  
 
Four focus groups were used in th
residents, a third group was a mixed race group, and the fourth group consisted 
of business owners operating in Pretoria Central. In overall the f
consisted of 29 respondents across 4 race groups who took part 
Members of these groups included 18 men and 11women.  
 
were female. The ages of the respondents in this group were betwe
years. Members of this group were relaxed and enjoyed sharing the
perceptions. This group was the most vocal of all groups as they de
amongst themselves and expressed their opinions. Whenever some
this group were not happy with what was said by one member,
debate that particular issue at length. The dialogue between the participants was 
interesting as they debated their issues of concern. For example, 
their 
 
The second group was a group of black residents made up of eight
with a fairly homogeneous age structure and equal distribution in terms of 
gender. Participants in this focus group were aged between 31 an
This group had an insight into the politics of the municipality as they
of the latest developmen
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The third group was made up of eight participants from different racial 
backgrounds. The researcher could say that this group was made up of young 
gender, this 
participants. 
rounds, they 
f the issues 
lity had 
ion. Three 
retoria.  
The fourth group, made up of six business people, were persons with small to 
niture shops, 
 one 
 between 25 
 knew each 
mprovement 
gs. 
 
pendix). Questions were grouped into analytical 
cision making in the City of Tshwane 
ip with the municipality 
Focus group discussions were held at different places, dates and times. One 
ria, the other two at 
                                                
adults as their ages ranged between 22 and 30 years. In terms of 
group was balanced, because it had four female and four male 
Although this group was made up of participants from different backg
seem to have a lot in common as they agreed about most o
discussed. For example, they agreed with each other that the municipa
disregarded the community in every respect when making crucial decis
members of this group were students at tertiary institutions around P
 
medium businesses, such as clothing stores, cell-phone shops, fur
and food outlet stores. This group was male-dominated, as it had only
female participant. The ages of the participants in this group were
and 54 years. Members of this group were very comfortable, and
other, as they usually meet from time to time for their Central I
District meetin
As is the case with most focus groups, a schedule of questions was used to 
facilitate the discussion (see ap
themes∗ which can be listed as follows:  
• Public participation and de
• Relationsh
• Name change 
• Political motives behind the name change 
• The way forward 
 
focus group discussion was held at Church Square in Preto
 
∗ The similarities, differences and possible linkages of the above listed themes will be discussed 
individually in the next chapter.  
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Schubart Park Flats and lastly, one shop owner offered to host the group at his 
shop. The focus group discussions were held between the 30th July 2007 and the 
s. 
ns was a Speed-Link 
PDR3 digital voice recorder. The researcher recorded the discussions with the 
ertain 
3.5 Coding
28th August 2007. The discussions lasted between 40 and 60 minute
 
The device that was used to record focus group discussio
full consent of the participants. The researcher came prepared with c
themes and questions that guided the discussion. Data analysis was done 
through coding, as discussed in the following section. 
 
 
The next phase in the methodological process is that of coding. In qualitative 
 the data is 
ve data, the 
and creates 
 2003: 441). 
 
 
uman, 2003: 
n, axial and 
e researcher looked at the data three times, using a different 
type of coding each time. 
g allows the 
data. In this 
 themes by looking at categories 
that came up in the data on numerous occasions. Themes emanated from the 
literature review and the data collected by the researcher.  
 
 
research, careful consideration must be given to the way in which
coded, so as to facilitate interpretation and analysis. With qualitati
researcher organizes the raw data into conceptual categories, 
themes or concepts that can be used to analyze data (Neuman,
In qualitative research, the coding is an integral part of data analysis, and it is
guided by the research question and leads to further questions (Ne
441). Three types of data coding was relevant for this study (ope
selective coding). Th
 
Open coding is done to locate themes and assign initial codes or labels, in a first 
attempt to condense the mass of data into categories. Open codin
researcher to bring themes to the surface from deep inside the 
instance, the researcher tried to identify possible
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Thereafter, axial coding involves the clustering of categories or concepts 
identified during open coding together. Here the focus is not only to stimulate 
rmation and 
idates codes 
any places, 
ta (Neuman, 
 coding, 
ated themes 
The final type of coding is selective coding. Here researchers selectively look for 
erceptions of 
view and re-
cated in this 
 statements, 
bate on the 
ions 
e reason for 
ed to do the 
s of the key 
ding of data was done, the 
next step was data interpretation, which will be discussed next.  
thinking about linkages between themes or concepts, but on new info
new questions that need to be addressed. As a researcher consol
and locates evidence, he or she finds evidence for core themes in m
and builds a dense web of support for them in the qualitative da
2003: 444). The researcher discarded some themes identified in open
because they were not relevant, and looked at the core themes in a more 
detailed manner. By doing this, the researcher brought together rel
and examined them in more depth. 
 
cases that illustrate themes and make comparisons after most or all data 
collection is complete. For example, we may want to see how the p
white people differ from those of black people. In this case, we re
code our open code data so as to look specifically at race as indi
example above. The emphasis here is not on making final decisive
but rather on general statements that will be able to open the de
issues being discussed. In the case of this study, many forms and combinat
were used, but the predominant method was that of axial coding. Th
this is that the data was coded into broad themes which were us
analysis. In this way, themes and ideas are logically ordered in term
concepts of analysis (Neuman 1997: 423). After co
 
3.6 Data interpretation 
 
Finally, in interpreting the data, the researcher must be able to answer the 
research questions and perhaps even to ask new questions which can serve as 
themes for stimulating new research. The interpretation will also include the 
researcher’s explanation of the occurrence of the phenomena being investigated 
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and answering the questions set out in the beginning. Based on the interpretation 
of the findings, recommendations can be made for the enhancement of 
as well as 
o overcome 
approximation was used. This is a 
 then collects 
he first stage 
ons that are 
neralizations 
d. Additional 
ussed earlier 
27). 
 
tions
relationships between local government and communities, 
recommendations, on the other hand, for local government on how t
their shortcomings. 
 
In interpreting the findings, successive 
process whereby the researcher moves from vague ideas and concrete details in 
the data toward a comprehensive analysis with generalizations, and
additional evidence to address unresolved issues that appeared in t
(Neuman, 2003: 451). As the analysis moves toward generalizati
subject to conditions and contingencies, the researcher refines ge
and linkages to better reflect the evidence. Thereafter, probing into the data was 
done and broad themes of discussion and analysis were identifie
evidence is then collected in order to complement the literature disc
(Neuman, 1997: 4
3.7 Ethical considera  
 
nd therefore 
e researcher 
t their names 
participation 
formed the 
collected would be used for the 
obtaining his masters degree.  
 
This study dealt with perceptions and experiences of individuals, a
ethical issues were considered during and after the research. Th
assured the participants of anonymity and confidentiality, as a resul
were not used in the research. Of crucial importance is the fact that 
was voluntarily based on informed consent. The researcher in
respondents about the fact that the data 
purposes of 
3.8 Conclusion 
 
This chapter provided a discussion of the research methodology used during the 
fieldwork. A qualitative research design was chosen for this study. The sampling 
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technique was identified and explained in this chapter. In addition, data collection 
and interpretation were also discussed. Themes investigated during the fieldwork 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
as well as research findings are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Perceptions and experiences with regard to the re-
naming of the City of Pretoria: Research findings  
 
4.1 Introduction
 
 
This chapter addresses the results of the study, and gives an indication of the 
mes that are 
by means of 
 the 
e manner in 
hlighted that 
icipation and 
rofile of the 
ven.  
 
perceptions and experiences of participants in respect to certain the
central to the study. Data relating to each theme was collected 
questions posed during the focus group sessions. Among the findings of
research was the fact that the respondents were all unhappy with th
which the name change of Pretoria was conducted. It was also hig
the respondents have never participated in any mode of public part
decision making in the municipality. First, a brief overview of the p
respondents will be gi
 
4.2 Profile of the respondents 
Below is the table that provides a brief profile of respondents by focu
following
ssing on the 
 biographical variables: age, gender, race, occupation, and place of 
residence.  
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Table1: Respondents’ profile 
Focus Number of 
ts 
Male Female Age 
category 
Race Place 
of work
Place of 
residence groups participan
Whit
group
e 
 
2 31-45 ar ite ia 
l 
Pretoria 
Central  
7 5 ye s Wh Pretor
Centra
Blac
group 
k 8 4 1 ar oria Pretoria 
Central 
4  3 -45 ye s Black Pret
Central 
Black and 
up 
8 4 4 22-30 year k toria 
tral 
Pretoria 
Central white 
gro
s Blac  Pre
and 
white 
Cen
Business 
 
6 5 1 25-54 ars All Pretoria 
entral 
Other 
areas people
ye
races C
Total 29 18 11     
 
 white, black, 
f people who 
 11 female 
ts, and the 
 had 3 white 
 participants 
 people group 
comprised of 3 Indians, 2 blacks, and 1 white person.  
 the 
nts in other 
ent status of the respondents was as follows; 6 business 
university students, 13 employed either permanently or temporarily, 
and 7 unemployed people.  
   
 
Four focus groups were used for this study and they are as follows;
black and white residents, and business people. The total number o
participated in this research is 29. There were 18 male and
participants. The first group had 5 male and 2 female participan
second group had 4 male and 4 female participants. The black and white group 
had 8 participants, with 4 male and 4 female participants. This group
people, 1 coloured person, and 4 black people. The last group had 6
made up of 5 males and 1 female participant. The business
 
Out of the 29 respondents, 24 were residents of Pretoria Central, and
remaining 5 participants were business people who were reside
areas.  The employm
people, 3 
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4.3 Presentation of results by themes 
 
results will be presented in accordance with the 
themes identified earlier, and which can be listed as: public participation, 
and the way 
e municipal 
iew public 
iled thematic 
adiction with 
4.3.1 Public participation and decision making in the city of Tshwane
Under this section, the research 
relationship with the municipality, name change, political motives, 
forward. The researcher was unable to secure interviews with th
officials, and therefore used an available report on how the council v
participation. A critical analysis of this report (Public participation in the IDP 
process of the Pretoria City Council, 2001) will also be given. A deta
discussion of results, as seen by the respondents, which is in contr
the municipal views on public participation, will be given below. 
 
 
 
and decision 
ch the public 
t the Ward 
respondents, 
these focus groups will be discussed below.  
Although the city of Tshwane claims to have a public participation 
making process, referred to as the Ward Committee System, in whi
can participate, it has emerged through the focus groups tha
Committee System was not active.  This has become evident as 
with the exception of business people, were not aware of this system. Each of 
 
(a) Focus group 1 
With regard to public participation, the white group thought that the
the public to participate in municipal affairs was through voting dur
time. This group proceeded to say that they have never made any 
 only way for 
ing election 
rec icipant said, 
 
“We don’t participate in municipal affairs because no one from the 
municipality told us about this public participation and decision making.” 
 
ommendations or submitted petitions to the municipality. One part
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One of the participants of this group suggested that the municipality should have 
sent them letters of notice regarding the public participation process. He went on 
hey send us letters of demand and statements to pay for services and 
why not for such important matters.” 
It was clear that the white group knew nothing about public participation and 
up that the 
participation 
 many other 
evelopments 
 
m and the 
tters of the 
 bearers do 
mmunities. 
 
to say that, 
 
“T
 
decision making in Tshwane. It emerged from the white gro
municipality was not doing anything to inform the public about public 
or public involvement in decision making. In South Africa, just like in
countries, public participation is a legal requirement in respect of d
considered to have negative impacts, but the municipality did not comply with this
requirement, and in the process created animosity between the
communities. This group seemed not to be interested in the ma
municipality, because they were of the opinion that municipal office
whatever they want to do without consulting the affected co
(b) Focus group 2 
and decision 
y, they were 
s concerned 
cially in the 
ther that the 
pro  
 
“We have never been involved in any decision-making process in this 
municipality; they just impose on us what ever they have decided”. 
 
As for the black group, they were not aware of public participation 
making processes that were said to be in place, and consequentl
convinced that these processes were non-existent. This group wa
about the non delivery of services by the municipality, more espe
black townships. The participants in this group agreed with each o
riots in these townships were perpetuated by non-delivery of services such as 
per housing, running water, and health care. One participant said,
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The issue of non-delivery by the municipality was brought up time and time again 
by the black group. The respondents were of the opinion that something drastic 
n of the riots 
 voluntarily if 
ay, 
 
The black group felt that not much has changed when compared with the rule of 
per services 
refore been 
inion of this 
ons without 
e decision to 
nd it is said 
hat those in 
ominate the 
as not very 
s they felt that 
they were still left out of the processes that were supposed to empower them.   
needed to be done by the municipality in order to stop the escalatio
in the townships. It was evident that all the groups would participate
they could be involved by the municipality. One member went on to s
 
“We claim to have freedom but we are not free. This new democracy of 
ours is benefiting few certain individuals who are well-connected to the 
ruling party.”  
the apartheid government, as they have not benefited in terms of pro
from the municipality. They were of the opinion that important decisions were 
made on their behalf without consultation, and that they had the
deprived of their democratic right to express themselves. The op
group was correct, because the municipality does make decisi
consulting the public. For example, the Pretoria News stated that th
re-name 27 streets in Pretoria was taken at the council meeting, a
that this functions falls within the municipality’s jurisdiction (Masemola & 
Levanon: 2008). This provides support for Dahrendorf’s argument t
power wanted to remain in positions of authority in order to d
subordinates (Ritzer, 1988: 229). It is clear that the black group w
happy about the way the municipality is conducting its business, a
 
(c) Focus group 3 
The black and white group felt that the municipality has done
encourage public involvement in decision
 nothing to 
-making in municipal affairs, because 
none of the participants of this group were ever invited to or were informed of any 
public participation meetings. One participant said, 
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 “I have been living here for three years and have never heard or seen  
anything about public participation meeting that was conducted by the 
 
This group went on to say that they have never seen municipal officers doing 
consultations with the community members about any situation that might involve 
 “Public participation might be available or done in other areas but we don’t  
 
 
It is clear that the Tshwane municipality is not doing anything, or very little, in 
tend or has 
officers were 
reasons, for 
mmitment.  
 
municipality.”   
the people. A comment was made by one group member, 
 
have it here, it does not exist, period.”  
terms of promoting public participation. Members of the black and white group 
stressed the fact that none of them has ever been invited to at
attended a public participation meeting. They felt that the municipal 
not visible enough, and this could be caused by a number of 
example lack of capacity within the municipality, or lack of co
(d) Focus group 4 
ing with the 
sinesses are 
t need to be 
t is a forum 
, to discuss 
streets, security, crime, and any other issue that might be of concern to them. 
On
 
 “Some of us know the developments in and around the city, but in terms of  
 public participation and decision making, we are not involved at all.” 
 
The group of business people highlighted that they are work
municipality through the Central Improvement District (CID). The bu
affiliated to the CID which represents them when there are issues tha
addressed with the municipality. The Central Improvement Distric
whereby business owners and landowner meet on a regular basis
whatever issues they might have in relation to the city, for example, cleaning of 
e participant said,  
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Another group member said that,  
 
uld have involved all the community stakeholders in  
 the process of public participation for the name change.” 
  
The ted businesses at municipal 
level, and therefore has an advantage to be aware of municipal projects 
ces when it 
 consultation 
 governed in 
 in Tshwane 
 
ey were not 
 municipality 
communities 
amongst the 
municipality, whereas the city council claims to have the process in place.  
like the IDP, 
d encourage 
It turned out 
 
were not aware of the re-naming process of the city until they saw it in the 
quires basic 
government decision-making power to be vested in all members of the 
community and not in any particular person or ruling class. Since this would be 
 “The municipality sho
 Central Improvement District represents affilia
underway. Lack of proper consultation is what was raised by the business 
people, who felt that the municipality needs to mobilize its resour
comes to public participation. Craythorne (1997: 98) refers to public
as a process of communication between the government and the
dealing with the issue at hand, and this was definitely not the case
before the re-naming of the city. 
All the four groups concur with each other about the fact that th
aware of any situation whereby proper consultation was done by the
before making the decision that would have negative impacts on 
and businesses. It is a shame to find out that not a single person 
respondents has ever taken part in the public participation process of the 
 
The study revealed that the municipality has all these processes 
ward committees, and ward councillors, which were created to try an
the involvement of communities in the affairs of local government. 
that these committees and processes were non-existent, hence the communities
newspapers after the decision to rename the city had been taken.  
 
Ranney (1975: 307) argue that the concept of popular sovereignty re
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impossible in terms of practicality for our society, the decision-making powers are 
delegated with a degree of accountability. Popular sovereignty therefore comes 
d to by the 
participation 
hich will be 
4.3.2 Relationship with the municipality 
from the premise of public participation which was not adhere
municipality. The non-involvement of communities in public 
processes resulted in a strained relationship with the municipality, w
discussed in the next section.  
 
 
The issue of community involvement in local governance is a critical one. 
t occur in a 
e in order to 
ittees have 
entatives to 
overnment 
nicipality has 
p with the 
 the 
e relationship between the municipality and the 
community failed to materialize.     
 
Involvement and participation with and from the municipality mus
structured manner. The municipality needs to consult with the peopl
determine their needs and to build up a relationship of trust with the community. 
The government stipulates that the local government ward comm
been created as advisory bodies, comprising community repres
channel community needs and recommendations to council (G
Gazette No. 32 of 2000 Local Government). This shows that the mu
an idea of what should be done to enhance the relationshi
communities. The following discussion will give us an indication why
formation of a sustainabl
 
(a) Focus group 1 
The white group said they would like to participate in municipal mat
were excluded. They said they would like to have their voices heard bec
there were many issues that needed to be ad
ters but they 
ause 
dressed in the city itself. This group 
complained that they have never been visited by any councillor and they do not 
even know who their councillor is. One participant said, 
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“These people will come here when its election time and we will never see 
them again, which shows that they only want to be voted into the office 
 
On
 
hip with the institution that does 
This group felt that the councillors and other municipal officers have no concern 
heir families. 
ven a single 
 
p 2
and thereafter do nothing for the community.” 
e group member said,  
“We cannot have a sustainable relations
not care for its citizens. I don’t even know who our councillor is here.” 
  
for the citizens but are only acting in their own interest, and that of t
The white group was not happy about the fact that there was not e
councillor that they know who lives among them. 
(b) Focus grou  
ffairs of the 
on put it, 
 
have participated in their meetings.” 
n it came to 
 visible at all, 
s. The black 
within their constituencies, which usually lead to non-delivery in that particular 
are
 
“These councillors get elected into office and then move to live in their 
new mansions in the eastern suburbs of Pretoria.” 
 
The black group said that they would happily participate in the a
municipality if invited to do so. As one pers
“If they had invited us to participate in the re-naming of the city, we would 
 
This group expressed the same sentiments as the white group whe
the visibility of the councillors. They said that their councillor was not
and that they have never conducted any public participation meeting
group further expressed their concerns about the councillors who are not residing 
a. One participant said, 
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Eastern suburbs of Pretoria include areas like Garsfontein, Faerie Glen, 
Moreletta Park, Menlyn, and many others. The general perception that people 
have, is that residents of these suburbs are affluent people.  
 
(c) Focus group 3 
The black and white group felt that the relationship between councillors and the 
group said the councillors are doing 
nts about the 
“We do not have any contact with our councillors because they never 
 
ad informed 
ted. Just like 
ir councillors 
e. 
 
community is not a very good one. This 
nothing in terms of uplifting the community. Some members of this group said 
that they did not know where to go when they want to lodge complai
municipal services. One member of the group said,  
 
come to the community and we don’t know where to find them.” 
The black and white group said that no one from the municipality h
them about the name change, otherwise they would have participa
the other two groups, members of this group did not know who the
wer
(d) Focus group 4 
The business group was not happy about the fact that they have 
visited by any councillor. This group said that their relationshi
municipality was reasonable, as they are represented by 
Improvement District. The business group was not pleased about
never been 
p with the 
the Central 
 the fact that 
they were not consulted about the re-naming of the city. As one participant said,  
 
“We are the ratepayers and yet not consulted when the municipality is 
contemplating to change the name of the city. It’s a shame”.  
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This group went on to say that they do not think that there is conflict between the 
municipality and the community, as they have not witnessed any nasty incidents 
area.  
 city of rioting or 
protesting against municipality, judging by what has been said by the 
 
within their 
rn were that 
that a ward 
in a specific 
r was. Based 
at some key 
ew were not 
presentation 
nge.  
 
nt, which is 
 should take 
plans, which 
evident that, 
participation, 
n-existent. 
one of them 
ision-making 
ality has not 
 specific ward. 
This was evident when the municipality went through with the name change 
without consulting the communities, and more details will be discussed below.  
that could have been perpetuated by non-delivery of services in this 
 
Although there has not been any reported incident in the
respondents. All the groups complained about the non-visibility of their 
councillors, and they did not even know who their councillors were. The groups
were concerned about the councillors who were not staying 
constituencies, and therefore not knowing what the issues of conce
affected the communities. In the literature review, it was stated 
councillor is directly elected to represent and serve the residents 
ward, and this means that the respondents did not participate in local 
government elections, as they did not even know who their councillo
on perceptions and experiences of ward 3 residents, it is evident th
principles of public participation process discussed in literature revi
adhered to, as there was no capacity building, transparency, or re
during the name cha
The IDP is the municipality’s principal strategic planning investme
supposed to guide and inform all planning and developments that
place, but the municipal office bearers do not follow the prescribed 
result in dissatisfaction on the part of community members. It was 
based upon the perceptions of the respondents in terms of public 
the relationship between the municipality and the communities is no
The members of the focus groups categorically made it clear that n
have ever participated in a public participation meeting or dec
process conducted by the municipality. This shows that the municip
done enough to build a relationship with the communities in this
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 Based on the findings of the study, it was clear that the municipality favoured 
representative democracy, as they did not make any effort to involve the 
te are the 
es is their 
idents, it is 
age 
4.3.3 Name change
community in the re-naming process of Tshwane. The eli
representatives of the masses, and the welfare of the mass
responsibility. Based on perceptions and experiences of ward 3 res
clear that the municipality failed to perform its mandate, which is to encour
the involvement and active engagement of communities in the matters of local 
government. 
 
 
This section focuses on different perceptions given by the focus groups about the 
in which the 
 Smangaliso 
 confirm the 
rking on this 
ar distinction 
(Slabbert, 2003). 
 
name change. The focus groups were displeased with the manner 
name change was conducted.  The then Tshwane executive mayor
Mkhatshwa said changing the name of Pretoria to Tshwane would
demise of oppression and signal the advent of freedom. “By emba
process and project of transformation, our country is making a cle
between the old and the new, the past and the present” said Mkhatshwa 
 
(a) Focus group 1 
As far as the name change of Pretoria to Tshwane is concerned, the
felt that they were not consulted at all, and there was no advertiseme
involvement for the name change. This group was totally against the name 
 white group 
nt for public 
change, and felt that it was a waste of money. This was illustrated by one 
par
 
leeping outside in the cold and yet the municipality is 
spending money on name change, instead of building houses and buying 
food for the poor”.   
ticipant, who said, 
“People are s
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 This group was concerned about the name change, because they said their 
history was being destroyed and that it would have negative impacts for tourism. 
the public in 
changed the 
ges the city 
hy are they destroying our history and heritage?” 
 
Another person in the group said, 
“That is my problem as well, because people from overseas know Pretoria 
n, they are 
me”. 
 
other people 
 area.  
 
as purely a 
opinion that 
he apartheid 
about scores 
g destroyed 
n the 
of the joint 
tion Pretoria Street Names (APS) who were involved in 
an initiative for the retention of street names with specific cultural and historical 
significance (Magome, 2008). 
 
The same concern expressed by this group was also highlighted by 
Durban in The Independent newspaper when their municipality 
street names. Their concern was that with the street name chan
would not be tourism friendly (Goldstone, 2008). One person asked a question, 
  
 “W
 
as the capital city of South Africa and now all of a sudde
changing the na
This indicated that the name change could confuse the tourists and 
who are not familiar with the
Furthermore, the white group strongly felt that the name change w
political issue between black and white people. They were of the 
black people wanted to get back at white people for the things t
government did to black people. The white group said that this was 
to be settled. This group felt that their history and heritage was bein
without their even being consulted. There are some similarities betwee
respondents’ concerns and those expressed by the members 
campaign, known as Ac
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This group emphasized that black politicians wanted to display how powerful they 
were when it came to decision making. Dahrendorf is of the opinion that the local 
mbination of 
 tradition, to 
This can be 
e municipal 
ulting 
on the news 
 same thing 
le, the city 
bmissions of 
 the specific 
articipate in 
nicipality.  
 
p 2
elite always has a desire to monopolise power by using a co
positions such as race, gender, and from time to time backed by
prevent meaningful participation from occurring (Ritzer, 1988: 228). 
aligned to what happened with the name change, because th
executive of Tshwane took the decision to change the name, without cons
the communities, and thereby monopolising and abusing the power that they 
have. This group said they only saw in the newspapers and heard 
that the name will be changed from Pretoria to Tshwane. The
happened with the street re-naming in Durban, where Sipho Ce
manager, conceded that the city only advertised in print media for su
name changes (Stolley, 2007). This shows that they excluded communities who 
cannot read, and those who do not have access to or do not buy
newspapers. It is clear that the rights of these communities to p
municipal matters were infringed upon by the mu
(b) Focus grou  
erparts, this 
ed the true 
d the name 
ey would have wanted to be part of the decision-making 
process. One participant said, 
 
 “Pretoria is an apartheid name and it is time to change it because we are 
name change and felt that the money should be re-allocated for some basic 
needs like housing. As a result one participant said,  
The black group also felt that they were never consulted as far as the name 
change of Pretoria was concerned. But, unlike their white count
group supported the name change, as they thought it reflect
demographics of the city. Even though the respondents supporte
change, they felt that th
in the new democracy.”  
 
This group had, however, a problem with the money that would be used for the 
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 “I wish the millions of rand that are used for the name change could be 
used for community development, because people are suffering out 
 
The black group did not have a problem with the name change except for the 
manner in which it was done and the amount of money that was involved. They 
 the city and 
favoured the 
which it was 
the public in 
ted by The 
nges but felt 
nised people 
08). 
 
there.”  
felt that the new name (Tshwane, which allegedly is the name of the King who 
once lived in the region) represented the majority of the people in
therefore in that sense the name change was necessary. This group 
name change, but were mostly concerned about the manner in 
conducted. This sentiment was also expressed by the members of 
renaming of streets in Durban, and they said that they were not opposed to the 
renaming but the process (Stolley, 2007). One person was quo
Independent newspaper saying he was not against the name cha
they needed to be dealt with properly and not in manner that antago
(Goldstone, 20
(c) Focus group 3 
ite and black 
nge through 
 municipality 
e black and 
ignity of the 
decision-making process of the name 
cha
 
ality showed no respect for its citizens by unilaterally  
 changing the name, and to them we are incapable of making informed  
 decisions.” 
 
The black and white group echoed the same sentiments as the wh
groups, by emphasizing that they came to know about the name cha
the media. As a result they were not impressed, and felt that the
should have involved the public in a more meaningful manner. Th
white group was of the opinion that the municipality took away the d
people by not involving them in the 
nge, as it affected them. One participant said,  
 “The municip
 65
Another participant said,  
 
nouncement was made about the name change, we only  
 saw it in the newspapers.” 
 
(d) 
 “No official an
Focus group 4 
The business group was adamant that there was no public involvement in the re-
he media in 
t even been 
2008). Peter 
 much about 
hange. One 
id,  
 
ing with our 
ual.” 
 
e population 
howed that the name change represented the majority of 
the people. One person said, 
 
, the name 
main because the majority of people favour the 
 municipality 
e could be 
changed from Pretoria to Tshwane. All the groups were not happy with the 
manner in which the whole process of decision-making and name change was 
naming process of Pretoria, because they also saw in the newspapers that the 
name has been changed. A similar situation was highlighted by t
Durban because one company manager in Durban said he had no
aware that the street of his company had been changed (Makhaye, 
Criticos, who also owns a business in Durban, said he did not care
the name change as long as it did not affect his business (Goldstone, 2008).  The 
business group said they were not really affected by the name c
participant sa
“Who cares if they change the name or not, we are continu
business as us
The business group was of the opinion that the demographics of th
in the City of Pretoria s
“You know what? Even if a referendum could be done
‘Tshwane’ would still re
name.”  
 
There seemed to be consensus amongst the four groups in that the
did not conduct any public participation meetings before the nam
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conducted, because they felt that none of them was consulted. What made 
matters worse, was the fact that all the respondents in the focus groups heard 
ere concerned about the money that 
was used for the name change. The message was that the money could have 
 
yed as the 
ument, and 
bers of the 
s in Pretoria 
rcise 
08). 
 
art in public 
illingly. More 
 what it aims  
ts that there 
motives behind the whole process, and these will be looked at in 
the next section.   
d to for the 
hwane) was 
ceptions and 
e study that 
one in Tshwane during the re-naming 
process. This led respondents to believe that behind the name change there 
were political motives, which will be discussed next.  
through the media that the name has been changed.  
 
It was evident that the four focus groups w
been used for more basic needs like housing, water, health, and other things.
The kind of money that was used for the name change could have been used to 
create jobs, as there are many people who are unemplo
unemployment rate is at 31,7 percent according to Tshwane IDP doc
this on the other hand could reduce the level of crime. The mem
community who attended the meeting about the renaming of street
also raised the concern about the cost implications of the renaming exe
(Magome, 20
It was clear that, if the respondents had been approached to take p
participation about the name change they would have participated w
information needs to be disseminated about public participation and
to achieve, so that community participation could be enhanced and increased. 
The hastily manner in which the name change was done sugges
were political 
 
Although the municipality has procedural guidelines to be adhere
naming of public places but surprisingly based on respondents’ perceptions, the 
council did not adhere to those guidelines because the name (Ts
never presented to them as is supposed to the case. Based on per
experiences of Pretoria Central residents, it was evident from th
neither consultation nor involvement was d
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4.3.4 Perceived political motives behind the name change 
 
 was a ploy implemented by 
political parties to achieve whatever they wanted to do at that stage. This section 
ge. Different 
 
(a) Focus group 1
The focus groups suspected that the name change
looks at what the people think was the reason behind the name chan
perceptions about the political motives behind the name change are given.
 
 
 the white group felt that the whole process about re-naming of 
litical power.  
t everything 
 
Hall without 
blic.” 
 
s from other 
e the 
politicians will 
always advance the needs of their political parties before those of communities.  
yed to local 
in popularity 
 not 
necessary and the municipality could use the money better for basic 
com
 
“The municipality sees that people are suffering, but they are not doing 
anything about it.” 
 
Participants in
towns and public places was about the government showing its po
This group was of the opinion that the government is changing almos
in ‘the name of new South Africa’. One participant went on to say that,  
“They even erected a stature of King Tshwane at the City 
consulting the pu
The white group was not happy with the deployment of politician
areas to their municipality, because they said those politicians do not hav
needs of the community at heart. They went on to say that the 
 
The white group strongly felt that the politicians who were deplo
government wanted to make a name for themselves and to ga
amongst their comrades. They were of the opinion that the name change was
modities. One participant stated that,  
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The white group was not happy with the fact that the government is changing the 
names of towns, streets, and public places. They see this as if the history and 
o say in the 
,  
rly as there was no 
consultation with the public.”  
 
The white group concluded that even if consultation could take place in relation 
ould not be 
e the needs 
 renaming of 
 of national 
al Congress 
olley: 2007).  
 
p 2
culture of the minority is destroyed and, above all, that they have n
whole process. One participant expressed his unhappiness and said
 
“The re-naming process was not done prope
to re-naming of towns, the recommendations by the public w
considered, because the politicians and municipalities have to pursu
of their political parties. Mail and guardian reported that during the
streets in Durban the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) urged the municipality to 
resort to renaming only in exceptional instances in the interests
reconciliation and healing. IFP also accused the African Nation
(ANC) of diverting attention from the real task of transformation (St
(b) Focus grou  
 
 government 
ed to prove to white people that they are ruling the country. As one person 
puts it,  
 
eaders are black and they want to prove to white people that this is 
our time.” 
rge are not 
cate the communities about public participation. They also 
expressed their unhappiness about the non-visibility of the councillors. One 
member complained that, 
 
The black group felt that the name change was just a political matter. They
echoed what was said by the white group, because they said the
want
“Our l
 
The black group felt that the councillors and the municipality at la
doing enough to edu
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“We only see these people when its time for municipal elections and never 
again”. 
 
The black group was concerned about the fact that the only time one sees 
councillors is during or just before the elections, when they come to campaign. 
communities 
 black group 
the needs of 
nities in the 
p 3
Based on what was said by the respondents, it was evident that the 
were “on their own” because when they needed their councillors, they were 
“nowhere to be found”. The respondents were under the impression that the 
needs of the community are not a priority to elected officials. The
was of the opinion that the municipal officers were there to pursue 
their political parties and were sacrificing the needs of the commu
process.  
 
(c) Focus grou  
nd the black 
ly politicized 
t the political 
.   
 
d to achieve 
ys in the calendar were meant to pay tribute to black 
people rather than to white people.  
name relates 
ite group felt 
ominance of 
one group by the other which could lead to political intolerance. Indeed, what this 
group anticipated happened in a public meeting for the renaming of streets in 
The black and white group echoed what was said by both the white a
groups. They were of the opinion that the name change was a high
issue, and that it was about showing who has the last word amongs
parties
Members of this group felt that the name change was politicize
cultural dominance by black people over white people. For example, they stated 
that most of the public holida
 
They were of the opinion that the name change could bring conflict between 
these two groups (black and white), because it appears as if the 
more to black people than it does to white people. The black and wh
that the re-naming of street and towns was about showing political d
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Pretoria, where argument ensued and chairs thrown at each other by different 
race groups.   
roup 4
 
(d) Focus g  
The business owners group also felt that the issue of the name change has been 
 the politicians just wanted to be popular. They said the name 
seems as if our municipality is spending too much time on petty issues 
 concern the 
 
ough to uplift 
 focusing on 
shortage of 
nities.  
 
nt factors in 
olitical level. 
litical matter 
ce. Masango 
 are actively 
 by indirect 
he motive of 
ording to the 
ed the ANC 
against honouring only its own liberation fighters in its renaming drive in Durban. 
He was further quoted as saying, ‘It seems to me that freedom fighters who did 
politicized and
change was just due to political ambitions. They were concerned about the fact 
that no public involvement was conducted for the name change, whereas the 
history of the city was at stake. One participant said, 
  
“It 
like name changes instead of focusing on issues that really
communities.”  
The business owners group felt that the municipality is not doing en
the communities. The municipality is spending money and resources
minor issues instead of concentrating on serious matters (like 
houses) that affect the commu
Political activity and creation of a tolerable climate are importa
developing a democracy and in developing a community at socio-p
All the groups agreed to the fact that the name change was a po
which was pursued by one political party to demonstrate its dominan
(2001: 65) is of the opinion that only a few members of any institution
involved and influential in functioning of that particular institution, and therefore 
they constitute an elite that fulfil the doctrines of democracy
participation of the people. The respondents were of the view that t
all politicians is to push the interests of their political parties. Acc
Mail & Guardian, the IFP leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, had warn
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not hail from the same stable as the ruling party are being given scant 
consideration’ (Stolley, 2007).  
ities by the 
ptable because they implemented the name change for 
s still had some hope about their 
s.  
4.3.5 The way forward
As indicated in the study, the non-consultation of the commun
municipality was unacce
their political egos and not for the people.  
 
The respondents of these focus group
municipality, because they came up with some suggestions as to how they would 
like to see the municipality going forward and improving people’s live
 
 
Under this section, respondents’ views were captured on how the municipality 
and decision 
th the way in 
at there was 
is process.  
 
 
should conduct its business when it comes to public participation 
making. All the respondents of the focus groups were dissatisfied wi
which the process of the name change was conducted. They felt th
no effort made by the municipality to involve communities in th
(a) Focus group 1 
mmunication 
 in their city. 
ommunities 
a particular 
lic speaking, 
d and knowledgeable about what is going on in their city. One 
par
 
“Community empowerment is a very key issue at local government level, 
and therefore the municipality should devise some meaningful strategies 
The white group felt that the municipality needs to improve its co
strategies, because the community is not aware of what is happening
This group would like to encourage the municipality to educate the c
about public participation in decision making that could affect 
community. They said the municipality should have functions, pub
and media shows that would involve the communities so that they could be 
empowere
ticipant said that,  
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to make sure that communities are fully involved in public participation and 
decision making.” 
 
(b) Focus group 2 
The black group felt that some municipal officers, including the councillors, need 
stomer service training. This group proposed that the municipality 
itively 
 in the area, 
 black group 
ion when the 
ill affect the 
 
ey could do 
tuencies for 
sues.”  
 
to undergo cu
should consult the communities on all matters that affect them, either pos
or negatively so that they could voice their concerns. They also suggested that at 
least such matters should be communicated in all languages spoken
so that no one would be left out of the participatory processes. The
strongly felt that the public’s opinion should be taken into considerat
municipality makes decisions, more especially if these decisions w
communities. 
“We have voted these people into office, the only thing th
before making critical decisions is to consult their consti
deliberations on those is
(c) Focus group 3 
od under the 
nd everyone 
ality should 
mixed group 
hem 
ce crime. The mixed group would 
also like to see their councillors and municipal officers more often, and to 
exchange ideas with them in formal and informal forums. 
 
 
 
The mixed group wanted the municipality to know that change is go
new dispensation, but it must not come at the expense of others, a
should be accommodated. This group suggested that the municip
uplift communities by involving them in community projects. The 
was of the opinion that, if communities were involved in local projects, they would 
have a sense of ownership for those projects and that this would encourage t
to guard against vandalism and may even redu
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(d) Focus group 4 
The business group would like to see the municipality create more jobs for the 
t the economy of the city could grow. This could also reduce the 
to feed their 
e drastically 
rs like their 
 break 
It was clear that all the focus groups would like to see communities more 
Community 
lity.   
 
ople about   
people, so tha
crime rate, because more people will have jobs and will be able 
families. The business group also felt that crime levels could b
reduced if the Metro police officers could be given more powe
counterpart in South African Police Services (SAPS) to arrest people who
the law.  This group seemed to be more concerned about stability and order in 
the city.  
 
involved in decision-making processes of the municipality. 
empowerment is one of the key issues that all the groups would like to see 
pursued by the municipa
4.3.6 Comparison between the research findings and views of pe  
ing         street re-nam  
 
king the streets, whose names might be changed, and the 
responses are listed below:   
me changes would 
be better spent on the police, health services, and the Gautrain.  
? But Thembeleng McDonald, 42, said name changes were necessary: 
le."  
? Most pedestrians said the changing of street names was pointless and 
a waste of money which could be used for more urgent causes.  
                                                
Pretoria News reporters Masemola and Levanon, 2008 sought the views of 
people∗∗ wal
 
? John Gouws, 34, believes the money for street na
 
"(It's) about time that the city started changing for the peop
 
 
∗∗ The names of the people mentioned below were published in the Pretoria News. 
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 ? Andre Erwee, 52, said the money should be spent on education, 
housing, and fixing infrastructure that doesn't work.  
, agreed.  
 
reets may be remnants of 
ging 
? Serota thinks changing the street names is unnecessary.  
After having seen a heated debate about street re-naming process in the media, 
 people who 
his exercise 
 the views of 
ia News, the 
is study were 
e 
 the most basic 
necessities like housing, poverty alleviation, health, clean water, and so on.   
e integrated 
 
? Rexon Myathi, 51, and Paulina Serota, 52
? Nyathi said even though the names of the st
apartheid, they were still part of the city and its history, and chan
them would be an unnecessary endeavour.  
 
 
the researcher decide to compare his findings and the views of the
were interviewed by the Pretoria News about the street re-naming. T
showed that there were a lot of similarities between the findings and
the people interviewed. Just like the feedback  reported by Pretor
research findings indicate that most of people who participated in th
totally against the name change because of high cost implications. They wer
also of the opinion that the money should be channelled to
 
4.3.7 Content analysis: Public participation report in th   
         development planning (IDP) of local government in Pretoria  
ston and his 
 the Pretoria 
ntative of all 
n structures 
were formed by dividing the city into 11 planning zones on the basis of 
functionality, cohesion, and general practical considerations. The municipality is 
 
In their report about public participation in Pretoria, Gregory Hou
colleagues argued that integrated development planning (IDP) in
City Council has given rise to community participation that is represe
stakeholders (Houston et al., 2001: 226). The community participatio
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of the opinion that the IDP process led to the establishment of communication 
links between the community and the City Council. The public participation 
orks among 
a are said to 
ermining the 
ment in the municipal area. 
ing relations between the City Council 
Although the Council believes that the IDP process has led to the establishment 
ncil, the 
 of residents 
n otherwise, 
ad problems 
ty referred to 
g of public 
ot true 
participation 
participation 
 participation, 
whereas the community have never benefited in any kind of public participation.  
s was 
nfluence the 
believed that 
 it should be 
heir problem 
is to implement all these ideas, because they do not have the capacity to do it. 
After having seen the perspective of the municipal council and what people on 
programme increased the understanding of how local government w
members of the community. Benefits of public participation in Pretori
be as follows: 
• It enables the community to be a major stakeholder in det
vision and objectives for develop
• It promotes capacity-building in communities 
• It increases the potential for enhanc
and the community. 
 
of a working relationship between communities and the City Cou
researcher totally disagrees with this assertion. Based on responses
and business owners in Pretoria Central, this research has prove
and the respondents did not even know who to consult when they h
in their areas. This proved that the good relationship the municipali
was non-existent. The council also alleged that the understandin
participation among community members had increased. This again was n
because, the respondents were not aware of any public 
programmes, and they have never been involved in any public 
process.  Again, the council talked about the benefits of public
 
The most significant benefit of community participation in the IDP proces
seen to be the opportunity it presented for ordinary citizens to i
planning processes of local government structures. The researcher 
the council has all these ideas about public participation and how
done and how it can benefit the communities if done properly. But, t
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the streets said about in terms of public involvement, the researcher will now 
discuss the conclusion.  
 
 4.4 Conclusion 
 
, the researcher wishes to reflect back on the aims of the study and 
see what has been achieved in this regard. The first aim was about a better 
f the City of 
o be a very 
rocess was 
icipality had 
h 
gard of the 
ity. 
 
d in public 
are of when 
 
taking place 
at the name 
r the city, as 
ame change 
ists might be 
hange their 
city is being 
ame change 
sing, health 
care, job creation, and many others. Beeld estimated that to change Pretoria’s 
name to Tshwane would cost more than R1 billion, which many residents 
In conclusion
understanding of the perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents 
and business owners with regard to the impact the re-naming o
Pretoria may have on them. In the first instance, there seems t
negative perception regarding the manner in which the re-naming p
conducted. Participants in the focus groups mentioned that the mun
made no effort to involve them in the public participation process, whic
illustrates the municipality’s lack of application and a total disre
commun
Most respondents mentioned that they would like to be include
participation and decision-making processes, but they were not aw
these were taking place, or where, or who the contact person was. It was clear
that the community needed to be kept informed about the activities 
within the municipality. Some participants were of the opinion th
change from Pretoria to Tshwane may have a negative impact fo
there are many stakeholders that will be affected. For example, the n
will have a negative impact on the tourism industry, because tour
confused by the new name (Tshwane) and the businesses on the other hand will 
have their operational costs increased as they will need to c
letterheads and other documents. The economic growth of the 
compromised, because millions of rand are channelled to the n
project, instead of being diverted to other social aspects, such as hou
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believed should rather be used to build houses and create jobs (Slabbert, 2005). 
This point was also raised by the respondents, and they were concerned about 
nt to which Pretoria Central residents 
and business owners feel that they had been given the opportunity to participate 
t 
ple were not 
ble when the 
ting 
ent. People 
paigning for 
elivery. 
 
ess will be 
the sake of 
xperience in 
ople abusing 
r to enrich themselves, because such opportunities 
we
The overview of the study and recommendations are dealt with in a more 
detailed manner in the next and final chapter.  
 
 
 
the money that would be used for the name change. 
  
The second aim was to focus on the exte
in discussions related to the re-naming of the city. There was a belief amongs
the respondents that a newly elected government would do much better than the 
previous government when it comes to community involvement. Peo
involved at all in the re-naming of the city, and this is not accepta
country’s constitution promotes or prescribes public participation.  
 
All the focus groups were dissatisfied with the way the municipality is conduc
its business, more especially when it comes to community involvem
have had enough of empty promises made by politicians when cam
elections. People want to see service d
According to Mpondo (2004), the government feels that its succ
measured by its ability to uplift communities on their own, which is why perhaps 
they will embark on projects without consultation, but merely for 
saying that something has been done. It is clear that the lack of e
positions of leadership, especially in local government, has led to pe
power and money in orde
re denied to them in the past.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Conclusion and recommendations 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents an overview of the research conducted, and gives 
 what could 
dissertation 
e to the re-
ity in relation 
ane. The re-
rnment level. 
ave created 
uencies and 
matter has been handled (Hlahla, 2005). 
t theory was 
literature on 
 not a new 
 century, more especially 
in the United States of America. South Africa started to embrace public 
g enough to 
educate communities about public participation; hence people are not involved in 
decision-making processes in this municipality. Conflict theories maintain that 
 
recommendations based on the findings. Limitations of the study and
stimulate further research are also dealt with. This minor 
concentrated on the issue of public participation with special referenc
naming of the City of Pretoria. The objective of this study, as discussed in 
chapter one, is to understand the impacts of the re-naming of the c
to perceptions and experiences of the residents of the City of Tshw
naming of the City of Pretoria is one specific issue at a local gove
Reports in the media about the re-naming of the City of Pretoria h
public interest and expressions of concern by specifically constit
businesses. These groups have expressed their dissatisfaction about the way the 
 
For the purpose of this study, public participation in relation to conflic
defined and reviewed as relevant to this study. In reviewing the 
public participation it has emerged that public participation is
phenomena, it started gathering steam in the early 19th
participation after the first democratic elections in 1994.  
 
The researcher is of the opinion that Tshwane Municipality is not doin
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those in positions of authority and those in positions of subordination hold certain 
interests that are “contradictory in substance and direction” (Ritzer, 1988: 229).  
ame change 
e in the re-
ity and the 
 by means of 
5.2 Aims of the study
This is evident in this study, as the municipality has imposed the n
on the communities and thereafter did not allow them to participat
naming process. This led to conflict between the municipal
communities. In this chapter, the following will briefly be discussed
an overview, aims of the study, methodology, summary of the findings, 
recommendations, limitations of the study, and the conclusion. 
 
 
This study aimed at bringing about a better understanding of: 
 them. 
 owners feel 
 discussions 
e city.  
methodology below was used for this purpose.  
5.3 Methodology
 
• The perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents and 
business owners with regard to the impact the re-naming of the City of 
Pretoria may have on
• The extent to which Pretoria Central residents and business
that they have been given the opportunity to participate in
related to the re-naming of th
For the research questions to be answered, data had to be collected, and the 
  
 
 qualitative 
into when he 
by means of 
omprised of 
hese focus 
groups were divided into white, black, black and white, and business owners 
groups. Purposive and snowball sampling techniques were used to identify 
 
In order to gather data to answer the research questions, a
methodological approach was used. The contributing factor in choosing 
qualitative approach was the level of depth that the researcher went 
was studying the responses of the respondents.  Data was gathered 
focus group discussions. There were four focus groups, which c
Pretoria Central residents and business owners within the city. T
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participants for this study. The following section gives a brief summary of the 
research findings. 
 of the findings
 
5.4 Summary  
 
o have a public involvement process, based on 
the perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents it is clear that this 
 
rm of public 
rough active 
ps, as part of 
 This can be 
y to 
their part to 
ular support 
emented the 
ut the name 
e. 
 
 experiences 
involvement in the re-naming of the City of Pretoria. 
y others; see 
roup as was 
iety is held 
 society are 
 Dahrendorf 
 “invariably 
becomes the determining factor of systematic social conflicts” (Ritzer, 1988: 
201). This sentiment of Dahrendorf is evident in the findings because the 
Although the municipality claims t
process was non-existent or was not properly implemented by the municipality,
as none of the respondents has ever been involved in any fo
participation. Participation of citizens in local level decision making th
involvement in formal structures or through organized pressure grou
civil society, is something that is not easy to achieve and sustain.
explained by the desire of local elite to monopolize power and their hostilit
widespread participation. This has always been an attempt on 
implement top-down strategies, which does not enjoy much pop
(Clapper, 1993: 52). In the case of this study, the municipality impl
top-down strategies as they did not consult the communities abo
chang
The main aim of the study was to establish people’s perceptions and
regarding the level of their 
The study unveiled the following:  
Conflict theories emphasize the dominance of some social groups b
social order as based on manipulation and control by a dominant g
the case in this study because the municipality clearly manipulated and 
dominated the communities. Conflict theories maintain that soc
together by “forced constraint”. This means that some positions in
delegated power and authority over others. This fact of social life led
to his central thesis that the differential distribution of authority
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municipal officials have the power and authority over the communities and as a 
result this led to conflict because the municipality did not involve the communities 
tive about the manner in which 
the name change of the City of Pretoria was conducted. They felt that the 
n this issue, 
he literature 
 in a public 
t make any 
gered them. 
lace, but it is  
f the public 
posal.    
 
bodies for 
the council. 
 positions of 
bstance and 
e based on 
ain and were 
. The community members did not even know who 
the members of these ward committees were, and were also not clear about the 
role the ward committees in society.  
 
in any kind of public participation before the name change.   
 
The study shows that the respondents were nega
municipality should have consulted them on this issue as it impacted on them in 
one way or another. Based on perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central 
residents, it is clear that the municipality was not transparent o
whereas according to one of the key principles as discussed in t
review, it was their duty to be transparent with all the role players
participation process, which was not conducted.  
 
Most respondents were of the opinion that the municipality did no
effort to consult or inform them about the name change, and this an
The municipality claimed to have methods of public participation in p
clear from the study that the municipality did not implement any o
participation methods it had to its dis
Ward committees were created at municipal level as advisory 
channelling of community needs and recommendations to 
Dahrendorf argued that those in positions of authority and those in
subordination hold certain interests that are “contradictory in su
direction” (Ritzer, 1988: 229). The study has proved this, becaus
perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents, it was evident that the 
members of these ward committees were just there for their own g
not benefiting the communities
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The research results were presented according to the themes that were identified 
earlier in the study and can be listed as: public participation and decision making, 
and the way 
focus groups 
ereby public 
decision that 
ity and the 
did not do 
 third theme 
re concerned 
health, water 
ously agreed 
 to show its 
dents would 
this led the 
5.5 Recommendations
relationship with the municipality, name change, political motives 
forward. Under public participation and decision making, all four 
agreed with each other that they were not aware of any situation wh
participation was done by the municipality before making any major 
would have impacts on communities and businesses. In terms of the relationship 
with the municipality it was evident that based on the perceptions an experiences 
of Pretoria Central residents the relationship the municipal
communities was non existent. It was clear that the municipality 
enough to build a relationship with the Pretoria Central residents. The
is the name change and under this theme the respondents were mo
about the money that would be used for this process. All the respondents were of 
the view that the money could be used for basic needs like housing, 
and other things. For the fourth theme all the respondents anonym
that the name change was driven by political motives by one party
dominance. The last theme dealt with the way in which the respon
like to see the municipality in terms of public participation and 
researcher to his recommendations.   
 
 
, it is evident 
 with public 
the planning 
process of the municipality. The ward councillors should make sure that 
the suggestions made during the integrated development planning (IDP) 
 
Based on perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents
that a problem exists in the Tshwane Municipality, more especially
participation, and therefore something must be done to correct this. The 
researcher suggested the following recommendations: 
  
• Citizens should be allowed to play a significant role in 
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process should be taken cognisance of, as this is the only way that the 
communities could participate in municipal planning.  
oundaries of 
 be easily accessible to the 
pondents did 
m to report 
 enhanced in order to reach all 
unicipality is 
es could not 
aming of the 
cated about 
f community 
 help.  
tive, so that 
erns. Ward 
s and make sure that their 
 with civic 
izations, and 
mental organizations, in order to work harmoniously with the 
ation around public participation in 
f attitudinal 
 should be taken to avoid the danger of marginalising the 
communities through ignorance of their right to participate in democratic 
processes. 
• The councillors should not be allowed to reside outside the b
their constituencies, so that they could
communities they serve. The study has proved that most res
not know who their councillors were, making it difficult for the
any problems that they have in the community.  
• Communication strategies should be
spheres of the community. It is clear from the study that the m
lacking in the field of communication because their strategi
reach the intended audience for public participation in the re-n
City of Pretoria.  
• Community outreach programmes should be implemented. The 
municipality should make sure that the communities are edu
what the municipality is doing and what should be done i
members need some
• The municipality should ensure that ward committees are ac
community members would be able to voice their conc
committee members are supposed to represent the communities and 
therefore should attend the community meeting
concerns are heard and responded to by the municipality.  
• The municipality should establish a working relationship
societies, ratepayers’ organizations, community-based organ
non-govern
communities.    
• There is a need for citizen educ
legislative processes and the need to minimize the impact o
reasons for non-participation by communities. 
• Actions
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 5.6 Limitations of the study 
 
ung democratic country and therefore not much research 
has been done on public participation. This was a challenge for the researcher as 
outh African 
The researcher was also faced with the challenge of accessing information from 
ing to them. 
ia re-naming 
 groups, but 
epth account 
e dangers, 
e sample. A 
in someone 
5.7 Conclusion
South Africa is still a yo
it was not easy to get literature on public participation based on S
studies.  
 
the municipality as this study dealt with a very sensitive topic, accord
For example, the researcher could not get access to the “Pretor
report” as it was not made available to the public. 
 
The study had a small number of cases. There were only four focus
the aim of the study was not to generalize, but rather to get an in-d
of people’s perceptions. Sometimes generalizations do have som
especially if the target population was not properly represented in th
non-representative sample will be problematic, as it will result 
making inaccurate generalizations.           
 
 
, it is evident 
ut, based on 
 
is not much 
at there is a 
 specifically 
in relation to municipal public participation. Municipal officials should be well 
informed about public participation and its benefits. The municipality should 
 
Based on perceptions and experiences of Pretoria Central residents
that the municipality has failed in terms of public participation. B
findings in the previous chapter, it is clear that public participation can no longer
be avoided by the municipality. The literature showed that there 
research done on public participation in South Africa. It is clear th
need for further research on public participation in this country, more
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realise that the communities know what is best for them, and therefore should 
give them the opportunity to decide what they want.  
the name change on the community 
shows that there was no public participation conducted, as the municipality 
ation is the 
 
yed, as was 
n argue that 
ly repeating 
 back again 
t the money 
g poverty or 
ident in this 
nt of money 
ther be used 
for basic needs.  
level has its 
e prescribed 
eved parties 
me change 
tone, 2008).   
to be done in 
 Africa, those pleading for caution do have a point. Democracy should not 
mean the majority takes all, but that the interests of the minorities are respected 
as well.  
 
The strategy of the municipality imposing 
wanted to rush the process and be done with it. Public particip
process with which to drive the goal of sustainable development, but it is
meaningless if proper public participation strategies are not emplo
the case with Tshwane Municipality.  Opponents of change ofte
changing names today, especially those honouring people, is simp
the mistakes of the past, and that the names will be changed
afterwards (Jenkins, 2007:195).  
 
The most common argument heard against name changes is tha
should rather be spent on more urgent needs, such as alleviatin
improving infrastructure in disadvantaged areas. This was also ev
study, because most respondents were concerned about the amou
that would be used, and agreed to the fact that the money should ra
 
Ultimately, the ruling political party at local, provincial, and national 
way. Unfortunately the process has often been hurried and th
procedures have been either pre-empted or ignored. This gives aggri
the impression, correctly in some cases that changes have been bulldozed 
through. This has been supported by the reports in the media which suggested 
that the ANC was accused of simply bulldozing its own na
suggestions through the executive committee and the council (Golds
Changing place names can be divisive, and if that is how it is going 
South
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Appendix 
 
Questionnaire schedule
 
ared a list of questions which were used as a guide for the 
group discussions.  These questions are listed below:  
      - What do you understand by public involvement in municipal affairs? 
- Has anybody participated in public participation or made any 
e? 
e?  
 
and why? 
 
ct you? 
d by a local councillor, in order to 
discuss the problems faced by your community? 
done to ensure that adequate public 
involvement occurs in the city of Tshwane? 
- How would you describe the current status of public involvement in 
- Are you aware of the existence and functioning of the public participation 
office in your municipality? 
 
 
The researcher prep
 
 
recommendations to officials or councillors of the city of Tshwan
 
- How did the municipality involve you in the re-naming of Pretoria to 
Tshwan
- How do you feel about the name change 
- How did the name change affe
 
- Has your community ever been visite
 
- What would you say should be 
 
decision-making in Tshwane municipality? 
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- How should the municipality engage communities to participate in 
municipal affairs? (What are your suggestions?) 
e public was involved in decision 
making? 
 conflict between municipal officers and the 
- What do you think are the reasons behind the name change?  
- How did you know that the name will be changed from Pretoria to 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Do you know any situation where th
 
- Do you feel that there is any
community members? 
 
 
Tshwane? 
